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T`his   special    issue    is   devoted   to   NAPNOC's
6th   Annual    Conference,   held   October   15-17   in
Omaha,    NE.   We   think   this    issue   stands   by    it-
self   as   a   record   of   issues   and   concerns  with-
in   the  movement   for   cultural   democracy   in  the
U.S.   Use   :I   as   a   spur   to   discussion   and   a
tool    for  educating   others  who  might   I.oin   us.
Please   contact   us   about   bulk  or±ers.

The   basic   principles   of   cultural   democracy
formed   a   background   for   the   discussions,   com-
ing   through   loud   and   clear:   cultural    plural-
ism,   community   democracy   and   self-determina-
tion;   culture-building,   not   j.ust   culture-con-
suming;   and   a   useful,   valued   role   for   artists
in   community   life.   One   other   theme   was   equal-
ly   strong:    Integration   of  conception,   execu-
tion,   distribution   and   reception   of   community
arts  work  -where   the  establishmer,-|  arts
world   sees   these   as   discrete   concerns.   The
same   is   true   for   theory   and   practice:   you'11
find   little   abstract   theorizing   here.   Priii-
ciples   are  only   useful    to   the   movement   if
they  pass   the  test  of   practice.
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Not  every   session   is   recorded   here.   Jon
Spelman   of   Washington,    DC,   and   Loren   Niemi
of   Minneapolis   led   a   story-telling   workshop.
Aleane   Carter  of   Omaha   led   a  workshop  on   the
solo  performer  and  offered  a   shorter  version
of   her   show   ''Rosa   Parks   8   the   Montgomery, AL,
BusBoycott."  John   O'Neal   of   New   Orleans   pre-
sented   his   one-man   show  "Don't   Start   Me   to
Talking   or    I  Ill    Tell    You  Everything  I    Know."
Roger   Schmitz   of   Minneapolis'    Blue   Heron   Pro-
ductions   showed   their   film   "The   Gathering:
thoughts   of   harvest,   acts   of   planting."   The
Conference   also   featured   a   session   on   British
community   arts   by   Andrew   Duncan   of   London's
Free   Form  Arts  Trust   -we'11    run   a   story  on
Andrew's   talk   in   Cultural    Democrac #2:I  .

NAPNOC   extends   thanks   to   Doug   Paterson   and
his   colleagues   at   the   University  of   Nebraska
at   Omaha's   College   of   Fine   Arts.   Department
of   Dramatic   Arts   and   Dramatic   Arts   Student
Orgjril2ation,   whose  work  made   the   conference
pot,siblc;    to   the   Nebraska   Arts   Council    for
its   support;   and   to   all    the   Conference   part.l.-
c.:r)ants,   who   spent   time   and   money   getting   to
Omaha   and   made   the   event   a   real    success.



Organizing  in the  '80s
"There' s  an  identifiable  movement  develop-

ing  ln   the   '80s,"   said   Jim  Murray  of   Cultural
Cor respondence   in   New   York City,   "which  j]as
at  its  core  the  idea  of  cultural  democracy.
I  believe  that  the  strength  of  this  movement
is  that  nobody  wants  to  sag  exactly  what  it
is .... The  components  of  it  are  grassroots
c_prmitment  -  the  commitment  to  ending  the
dividions ,  whether  we  call  them  form/content,
mind/body . . .whether  we  think  of  them in those
waE|s  or  whether  we  think  of  them  in  terms  of
the  social  divisions,  class  divisions ,  sexual
divisions,  racial  divisions  of  the  society."

``The  people  we  are  trying  to  reach  are
±h.ere,  and  they  are  eager  for  this  organiza-
tlonal  for]n,"   he  continued.   ''That's  the  oth-
er  thing  that's  important:  the  idea  of  cul-
ture  being  organized,  and  of  a  cultural
vision...of  antihierarchg,  and  all  these
other  things  -  all  the  values  that  are  in
some  colribination  in  everything  we  all  sag."

There  were   a   great   many   ideas   shared   by
participants    in   NAPNOC's   Omaha   meeting   about
their   sense  of  what   is   important   for   theirove-
ment   Jim  Hurray   described   in   the  years   to
come.   A   number  of   the   specif ic   ideas  that  peo-
ple   expressed   are   listed   at   the  end  of   this
article.      But   some   of   the   things   people   had
to   say  about  what   lies   ahead   don't   fit   neat-
ly   on   a    list.

Our   ''outside   observer,"   Andrew   Duncan   of
London's   Free   Form  Arts   Trust,   advised   meet-
ing   participants,   ''J  think  lt's  not  a  case
of  waiting  for th`e `right  climate..   You  are
actively  engaged\ in  ;reating  that  climate
and  seeking  those  opportunities.  That  you
present  a  united  face,  start  making  inroadsinto  the  nedia,  into  whatever  forms  of  ex-
posure  you  can  --  I  think  that  is  essential
and  to  not  just  sit  back."

"It's  very  important  that  we  cre-
ate  our  own  history,   that  we  re-
cord  it  ourselves. . . "
"I  feel  that  being  able  to  present  some

united _face  is  fundamental  to  develop  this
sort  of  work.  That  doesn`t  have  to  be  a   com-
plex  thing:     I  mean,  you  and  I,  we  are  art-
ists  th.at  believe  that  what  we're  doing  is
essential  to  social  development."

Fred   Whitehead   of   Quindaro   and   Midwest
D i st r i butors in   Kansas City  said,   "I  tjlInk
that  what  we  need  to  do  at  some  pointis elch-

a_rate  a  social  strategy  that  includes  polit-
ics  and  includes  art.  We  need  to  start  elect-
ing  people  who'll  be  on  our  side,  and  we`1l
be  on  their  side.  If  we  see  ourselves  contin-
uallg  in  isolation,  as  individuals  or  smaller
groups,  pc)werless  -we  will  be  powerless.
Once  we  start  linking  up  with  other  forces,
it! Samazing  -gou'll  see  people  sense  the:ir
own  power  as  it  grows."

David   O'Fallon   of   Continuing   Education    in   the
Arts   at   the   Univ.   of  MN   spoke   to   "j3eaf£Irm
that  notion  of  having  real  specific  goals,``
recalling   the   Artists'    Response   to   the   Nucle-
ar   Arms   Race   conference    (see   CD   #25)  :   "oJ2e  of
the  things  that  came  out  that:I  find  real  il-
luminating  is  that  one  can  imagine  a  world,
or  a  period  of  time,  in  which  the  defense
budget,  for  example,  is  i/loth  of  what  it  is
now,  and  the  cultural  budget  is  i,0009ofo  or
something.     But  I'm  not  sure  we've  really
done  that  -even  though  individuals ,  and
various  groups ,  and  some  publications  have
done  this  -  that  this  vision  is  very  colrimon-
|g  held.„

This   spurred   John   Weber   of   the   Chicago
Mural   Group  to  say,   "on   tj]js  guestjon  of  vi-
sion of  the  future..  One  of  the  French  mural-
ists  and  community  artists  did  a  mural  a  cou-
ple  of  gears  ago  in  Grenoble,  at  the  central
union  hall  there.  One  of  the  questions  he
raised  to  union  mehoers  in  the  area  was,
'What's   your   vision   of   the   future?'   Anc!  j]e

said  they  had  very  little  to  sag  about  it.
He  salc],   "A   few  years   earl ier, somebody  would
have   come   up  with   an    image   of   a   brand-new
tractor,   and   a   rising   sun   behind   it   and   so
forth'-but  that  they  didn't  have  any  image-
ry  about  the  future  at  this  point.    I  think
that we're  at  a  similar  point."

ln   describing   how   communication   among   peo-
ple   doing   cultural   work   is   a   goal   of  Theater-
±,   David  Olson  of St.    Peter,   MN,    said that"It  is  very  important  that  we createour  own

Pistorg,  that  we  record  it  ourselves  and giveit  the  shape  we  want  to  give  it.    We're  con-
cerned  that  there  be  a  body  of  accessible,
readable  records  of  what  we  have  all  done."

Martha   Boesing   of   the  women's   theater   At
the   Foot   of   the   Mountain    in   Minneapolis   saw
this   need   for   an   educational   process   within
the  movement   in   saying.   ''The  danger  js   that
the  powers-that-be  in  this  country  really
help  us  begin  to  think  that we`re  in  isola-
tion  -bg,  first  of  all,  dividing  us  in  c:om-



petition  over  the  funds,-and  secondly,  bg  e-
rasing  our  history,.  and  bg  telling  us  the
reason  we're  not  getting  funds  is  because  we
work  for  a  very  special  little  group  of  peo-
ple.  I  think  it behooves  us  to  erase  that
ngth  and  constantly  make  that  paradigm  shift
of  noticing  what  John  was  saying:   that  we  do
work  very  lunch  in  an  historical  context."

At   many   points    in   the   discussion    in   Omaha,
people   emphasized   the   importance  of   taking
this   sense  of   direction   among   cultural   work-
ers   and   making   strong   alliances   with   others
doing   related   work.      John   Weber   pointed   out
that   this   would   call    for   innovating   in   the
kind  of  work  we   do:     "you've  grot   to  be  look-
ing  at  a  whole  wide  range  of  formats.  We've
got  to  re-think  a  lot  of  stuff  that we're  do-
ing  and  reinvent  in  order  to  stag  active  in
the  next  few  gears,  and  to  make  sure  thatour`
base  is  still  there  -that we're  still with
our  base  -  when  rrore  funding  will  be  avail-
able ® "

Many   talked   about   ways   they   are   making
working   contact  with  other   kinds   of   community
groups:    David   O'Fallon   talked   about   one   exam-
ple..  ''There  are  groups    of  adult  educators
who  have  a  very  radical  vision  of  what  this
country,  and  education,  ought  to  be.  Theg're
looking  for  connections ,  because  theg  feel

"We  can't  afford  to  wait  for  any-
one's  permission  to  do  these
things;   we  can  only  grant  permis-
sion  to  ourselves."

the  absence  of  that  kind  of  image-making,
and  the  tools  that  are  present  in  this  room,
in  their  own  work.  I  emphasize  again  that
some  kind  of  platform  -  vision  ---  some  iden-
tification  of  where  we  are  headed  -  would  be
really  useful  because  it  would  show  similari-
ties  with  so  many  other  platforms  that  other
groups  have  already  put  out."
Lucy   Lippard   of   New   York   City.s   Political
Art   Documentation   and   Distribution    (PADD)
spoke  about   the  need   for   structures  of  some
k.lncl..   "An  artist  friend  of  mine  sags  hemakes.
art  out  of  a  desire  for  something  that  isn't
there.  And  for  the  same  reason,  you  make  net-
works,  you  make  structures,  you  make  theaters
and  groups  and  so  on:  because  obviously  we
need  to  find  each  other.  But  how  do  we  inter-
lock? . . .The  interlocking  of  all  these  things
now  -  how  do  we  do  the  next  step  of  the  in-
terlocking?  Maybe  that  should  be  the  next
'brainstorm'   topic."

David   Olson   spoke   up   at   this   point   to   a-
gree  and  say,  "We  can't  afford  to  wait  for
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angone's  permission  to  do  these  things,.  we
C:qnonl\g  grant  permission  to  ourselves.  I
look  for  examples  to  our  brothers  and  sisters
in  places  like  Nicaragua.  The  400  gears  of
colonial  domination  of  that  culture  haven't
disappeared  because  theg've  had  the  revolu-
tion,.   the  power  of  Somoza  hasn't  disappeared
because  of  that,.  and  the  poiwer  of  the  United
States  -  the  same  government  we  feel  hangs
over  us  -  hangsover  them,  stronger  in  some
wags.     And  get  ±±s]Lgo  ahead  and  plan,  and
project,  and  work  together  as  cultural  work-
ers,

''That's  what  binds  us  together.-we're
cultural  workers.  This  organization  is  the
only  one  that  I  find  that  makes  sense  to  me,
in  terms  of  being  a  cultural  worker  who's
looking  to  work  with  others  who  call  them:
selves  that  same  thing.  So  I've  come  to
this  meeting  to  assert  the  fact  that we  need
to  grant  ourselves  the  permission  to  do  the
kind  of work  that  we  want  to  do  -  to  expand
our  work  in  such  a  wag  that  it  becomes
inevitable .

BUILDING  AN  AGENDA:
Participants  in  the  Omaha  meeting  identi-

fled  a  wide  range  of  things  that  could  be
done  to  help  advance  cultural  democracy.
Some  of  them  are  items   for  NAPNOCs'   agenda.
Others  may  be  tasks  you  could  take  up  in  your
own  community.   The  important  thing  is  doing
all  we  can,  where  we  are.

DOCUMENTATION     David  Olson  of  Theaterwork
said,  ''1  want  to  make  a  strong  case  for  the
importance  of  documentation. . .There' s  work
for  a  team  of  documenters  that  could  go  a-
rounc!."  David  stressed  that  documentation
meant  not  just  a  statement  of  philosophy,
"which  is  wonderful  too,"  but  a  clear  I)Lc-
ture  of  what's  going  o`n.   He  asked  for  people
interested  in  documentation  to  get  in  touch
with  Theaterwork;   406  S.   3rd  St.;   St.   Peter,
MN   56082.    507/931-3810.

REPRINTS     Doug  Kahn   from  Seattle  Xchange  em-
phasi.zed  that  ''1  think  all  these  publications
around  the  country  serve  sufficiently dLsthct
audi~=.=es  that  reprints   (of  articles)   canwork
very  importantly."  Doug  urged  people  to  act
as  intermediaries,  approaching  local  publica-
tions  to  have  articles  from  CD,  Theaterwork,
Community  Murals  Magazine,   and  other  publica-
tions  reprinted.
BRAINSTORM     Several  participants  encouraged
people  to  participate  in  national  brainstorms
and  debates  as  they  come  up. Community  Murals
Magazine  is  currently  conducting  a  national
brainstorm  on  the  women's  movement  and  its



AGENDA ,   Continued

relation  to  progressive  artists.  Write  for  a
copy  of  the  fall   '82  issue  to  find  out  the
terms   of  the  brainstorm:   PO  Box  40383,   Sam
Francisco,   CA  94140;   or  call  Tim  Drescher  at
415/285-6192 .

WRITE    All  of  these  publications  need  arti-
cles  about  your  work,   your  ideas,   your  commu-
nity.      Liz  Lerman  of  Washington,   DC's   Dance
Exchange  suggested  on  way  to  encourage  more
writing  would  be  a  ''worklng  conference.   We
might  meet  somewhere  for   3-4  days  and  set  as
a  goal  material  to  be  reprinted  when  we're
finished."     Any  ideas?

WORK   FOR  CULTURAL   POLICY   REFORM      In   his   ses-
sion  on  UNESCO,   Dave  Forsythe  talked  about
ways   that  NAPNOC  members  might use the  Mexico
City  Declaration  on  Cultural  Policies  to
push  our  government  foward.   Lee  Hawkins  of
Cherry  Creek   thought  NAPNOC  might  become   a
"consultative   agency"   to  UNESCO,   and  we're
looking  into  that.   He  also  suggested  that
"NAPNOC  and  member  organizations  have  a  task
force  that  would  initiate  cultural  policy
proposals."     Is  anyone  interested?
WORK   WITH   UNIONS      Lee also  proposed  that  peo-
pie   in  NAPNOC  who  are   interested  in  working
with  unions  "do  some  kind  of  publicationsent
out  to  leadership  and  education  departments
of  unions,  so  they  know  there  are  cultural
workers  that  are  interested  in  working  with
unions  on  a  local  basis."  Write  to  Lee  at
TheateIVork ' s address,   above,   and  check  the
article  onworking  People's  Cultnrci.   later
in  this  issue,  for  other  ideas.
PREPARE   AN   INFORMATION   PACK     Andrew   Duncan
showed  us  an  'information  pack'   on  community
arts  prepared  by  Britain's  Shelton  Trust.
NAPNOC  is   looking  into  creating  the  same
kind  of  document  for  the  U.S.   movement  -
something  that  introduces  newcomers  to  the
kind  of  work  that's  going  on  in  our  corrmuni-
ties,   and  the  resources  for  it.     Any  ideas
about  funders  for  such  a  project?

LANGUAGE:  ::;8c#:TU#:7
Last   month's  £P  featured   an   article   by

David   Forsythe   on   the   UNESCO   World   Conference
on   Cultural    Policies   held    in   August    in   Mexico
City;    so  we  won't   recap   his   Omaha   presenta-
tion   here.      The   discussion   which   followed    it
was   the   occasion   for   some   lively   interchange
on   the   meaning   and   applicability   of   the   con-
cept   of   cultural   democracy.

David   Olson,   of   Cherry   Creek   and   Theater-

.WL!9±!S,   noted   that   ''jn   our   area,   we  hac7  nc>
trouble  helping  people  knc)w  what  cultural
democracg  means,   just  bg  linking  it  up  with
specific  situations.  There's  a  town vihich
wl.1l  probably  be  changed  beyond  recognition
over  the  next  10-15  gears  bg  the  fact  that  a
silica  sand  mining  and  cleaning  plant  was  al-
lowed  to  build  within  200'   of  the  city  lim-
its...It's  a  24-hour-a-day  operation,  and
because  of  the  lights  it  requires,  the  town
is  illuminated  all  night  long,  and  so  on.
The  only  recourse  the  people  had  was  to
fight  it  along  the  lines  of  property  rights.
Economic  development  rights  came  in  and  su-
perseded  everything  else.

"I  was  at  a  meeting  and  just  dropped  the
idea Of cultural  democracy  -  how  they  had  a
right  to  this  place  in which  they  lived,  to
which  their  dreams  are  attached .... It  made
every  bit  of  sense  to  them.     They  mcived  on
to  talk  about  the  need  for  a  cultural  poll-
c:g . . .that  would  protect  cultural  rights .
These  are  people  who  are  stonecutters  and
farmers,  and  loved  the  idea."

John   O'Neal   of   New   Orleans'    Free   Southern
Theatre   didn't   find   the   terminology   so   sym-
pathetic:   "When  I  hear  J]ew  lar]guage,   I  want
to  know what  it  contributes  to  clarification
over  the  language  it's  replacing .... I  see
this  term  'cultural  democracg'   and,  for  my-
self  at  least,  I  haven't  heard  anything
that  convinces  ne  that  it's  anything  but
another  set  of  bureaucratic-generated  lan-
guage  to  describe  something  to  make  it  con-
venient  for  the  bureaucracies  to  deal  with
us.    I  think  there  is  an  historic  definition
or  description  of  the  work  we  do,.  and  I
think  that  is  'people's  art,  people's  cul-
ture . I "

Lee   Hawkins   of   Cherry   Creek   suggested
"cultural   democracy"  was   necessary   new   lan-

guage..  ''It  made  clear  to  me  that  there  is
the  i.dea  of  economic  democracy  -  which  is
being  able  to  have  enough  food  on  the  table,
abl.e  to  pay  for  those  essential  things.  Then
there's  political  democracy  -that  people
should  be  able  to  shape  the  world  in  a  pol-
itical  sense.  And  the  other  missing  link. . .
is  cultural  democracy  -  the  idea  that  you
should  be  able  to  shape  those  elements ....
`People's  culture'  doesnFT=rmunicate  all
that . „

To   Don   Adams,    NAPNOC's   Co-director,  '"Cul-
tural  democracg'   is  the  description  of  an  i-
deal.    It's  not  the  description  of  a  categor-
g  of  cultural  work,  but  a  goal  toward  which
a  great  variety  of  cultural  activities  could

b lead  -including  what's  called  `people's



art:.I"      Andrew   Duncan,   from   Britain's   Free
Form  Arts   Trust,   joined   in:   "Jn  Britain  we
use  words  like  'cultural  democracg'   very
much  for  the  reason  that  David  sags:     they
are  words  that  people  understand .... When
gou' re  confronted  with  a  situation where
989Zo  of  arts   funding  is  going  to  29ofo  of  the
population,  you  are  involved  in  a  struggle.
And  one  wag  of  expressing  that  is  through
terms  like  'cultural  democracy,'   and  the
need  for  cultural  democracy."   ln   response
to   the   charge   that   these   terms   are  "bureau-
cracy-generated,"  he  added,   "Jn  Britai`n ,...
bureaucrats  tend  to  pick  up  statements  that
have  been  part  of  someone  else`s  work  and
start  bandying  them  about.    And  I  think  it
is  vital  to  be  at  the  foref ront  of  those  de-
bates ® "

John   still    thought   it   sounded   like   pan-
dering   to   the  bureaucracy:   ''rt:  seems  pretty
clear  to  me  that  to  the  extent  that  the  aim
is  to  imf luence  the  establishment  of  govern-
ment  policy  ±n  the  so-called  Western  democ~
racies,  It's  very  unlikely  they  would  en-
dorse  a  policy  framed  in  the  terms  and  con-
text  of  'people's  art,  people's  culture.'   I
can  see  the  likelihood  of  a  win  on  something
==Iled  'cultural  democracg'  or  'cultural
rights`'   or  something  like  that.  But...what
we  are  doing  is  game-playing .... What  we  are
talking  about  is  making  strategies  to  go  a-
round  obstacles  the  government  represents."

Don   didn't   agree:   ''We  sj]oulcl  not  fool   our
selves.  The  National  Endowment  for  the  Arts
received  a  proposal  tQ  adopt  a  policy  of
cultural  democracy  and  they  fired  the  con-
sultant who  suggested  it  -  they  got  rid  of
it.  We  should  recognize  our  concrete  situa-
tion,  and  see  that  for  our  government  to  a-
dopt  a  policy  of  cultural  democracy  would  be
a  giant  step  forward.  We  mag   sign  a  UNESCO
document  that  sags   'cultural  democracy,`  but
we're  a  long  wag  from  having  one."

Some  of   the   discussion   focused   on  whether
or   not   the   Mexico   City   Declaration,  issued   by
UNESCO   and   signed   by   many   world   governments
including  ours,   was   a   useful    tool   or  j.ust
another   piece  of   paper.      Dave   Fortsythe   sug-
gested   that   "IVAPIVOC  anc!  other  groups  might
use  the  Declaration  vis-a-via  the  United
States  bg  saying  that,   'Look,  you  voted  for
this  and  now  it's  a  UNESCO  guideline.     It
sags  that  States  must  do  things  to  bring  a-
bout  cultural  democracy.'

"The  language  is  there  for  those  that
wish  to  seize  it  and  use  it .... Groups  like
NAPNOC  can  now  keep  this  language  alive  and
beat  the  NEA  and  NEH  and  tile  State  Department
or  the  Congress  over  the  head  with  it."   kn-
drew  agreed..  "I'hope  that  we'll  respond  to
this  document  in  Britain. . .confront  people
with  its   'Well,  what  do  you  actually  mean  bg
this?  What  are  your  intentions?  What  are  you
going  to  do?"

DlsT.I.uTloN:  Do iT rouRSELF
The  conference  session  entitled   "Dilemmas

of  Distribution"  focused  on  the  problems  -
common  to  artists  of  all  disciplines  --  of
getting  the  work  out,  of  getting  it  seen  and
also  sold.   Besides  just  the   "how-to's,"  thee
are  other  issues:  getting  into  the  main±ream
distribution  systems,  pro  and  con;  doing  it
yourself ;  or  creating  alternative  systems.

Cricket  Parmalee  of  Los  Angeles'   Provi-
sional  Theatre  talked  about  the  "Mainstream
question"..     "The  mainstream  version  of  tour-
ing  is  having  an  agent.  We  tried  that.  There
is  only  one  agent  in  Califor.-.±a  that  handles
anything  like  us,.  and  the  bottom  line  for  us
is  the  first  gear  we  had  an  agent  is  the
first  gear  we  didn't  tour  -and  touring  is
the  kind  of  thing  you  have  to  stick  with,.
it's  a  progressive  kind  of  thing .... Another
question  is  the  diferent  levels  of  perforlrr
ance  circuit.    We  were  on  a  middle  level
where  we  could  get  a  certain  kind  of  fee  and
play  in  a  certain  size  house.  Part  of  what

the  agent  was  trg`±ng  to  do  Was  move  us  to-a
higher  level-a  larger  house,  a bigger  fee.
our  conclusion  was it  would  take  a  number
of  gears  to  make  that  kind  of  shift  and  that,
moreover,  that  wouldn't  correspond  to  the  na-
ture  of  our  work."

Cricket  of fered  a  couple  of  ''success  sto-
ries"-the  San  Francisco  Mime  Troupe  and  the
Pickle  Family  Circus,   also  based  in  San  Fran-
ci.sco.   "The  Mime  Troupe,  which  was  kind  of  a
prototgpical  touring  theater  during  the  '70s,
very  successful  in  terms  of  turning  out  large
audiences ,  working  with  schools ,  earning  mon-
ey  f rom  tours . . .The  Mime  Troupe  had  a  fall-
ing  off  of  touring,  I  would  sag,  a  few  gears
ago  and  are  now  starting  to  build  up  again-
have  found  a  nuwher  of  organizations  in  dif-
ferent  parts  of  the  country  to  present  them.
. . .The  Mime  Troupe  has  also  built  up  a  very
local  base,  so  theg'11  do  a  run  at  a  large-
size  theater  in  Sam  Francisco,  then  they
have  their  performances  in  the  parks  in  the
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summer,  and  then  they  have  touring,.  so  they
have  pretty  much  covered  all  their  bases ....

"A  really  interesting  model  is  the  Pickle
Family  Circus.  They  have  a  show  they  present
with  coi[munitg  sponsors.  The  sponsors  give
them  sone  kind  of  guarantee,.  the  comunitg
earns  its  money  back,  not  just  through  box
office,  but  bg  running  a  midway-games,  food,
additional  money-making  things.  The  Circus
helps  them  set  it  up  and  has  been  able  to
work  with  a  lot  of  nonprofit  organizations-
schools ,  hospitals ,  corrmunitg  groups.  Theg've
put  together  a  huge  packet  of  materials  that
goes  to  sponsors ,  which  explains  step-bg-step
this  whole  midway  and  different  wags  of  work-
ing  around  it.  So  that  makes  it  an  event
that's  very  different  from  a  simple  theater
event,  where  gou`re  just  trying  to  get  a  bod-
g  into  a  seat.  It's  a  whole  'nother  wag  of
generating  income."

Catherine  Jordan  from  WARM  Gallery   (Won-
en's  Art  Registry  of  MN)   in  Minneapolis,
talked  about  the  acute  problems  of  distribu-
tion  for  the  visual  artist,  as  they  relate
to  WARM.   The  collective,   begun  in  1973   ''be-
cause  women  artists  were  having  a  very  diffi-
cult  time  showing  their  work  in  the  gallery
s_gstem. . .banded  together  and  started  meeting
ip  their  houses  to  find  a  wag  of  exhibiting
their  work."  They  started  with  exhibits  in
educational  institutions,  later  moved  into
their  own  space  with  mixed  results:   "We  J]ave
some  of  the  bes`t  walls  in  tcIvn ,... a  good
place  for  the  visibility  of  visual  artists.
However,  we're  not  selling  work.  We're  al-
most  turning  into  a  museum  in  that  sense.
We're  getting  funding  to  present  visual  ideas
of  the_se  artists ,... but  the  work  does  not  sup-
port  it.  It's  not  bei.ng  sold.  And  it's  not
just  an  issue  for  vromen  artists,.  it's  an  is-`
sue  with  all  the  visual  art±s`ts  in  town."

Catherine  recounted  horror  stories  from
poster  distributors  that  discouraged  WARM
from  pursuing  that  avenue  of  earning income;
the  problems  of  supporting  WARI's  Journal-
in  short,  the  difficult  economic  situation
for  an  alternative  gallery.   ''So  prAjav's  fore-
?€st  is_ making  handmade  postcards  and  sellirgtpose  for  a  dollar."  But.  ±n  s",  '`the  origiri=
al  _work  whic:h  we  want  seen,  and  also  sold,  is
being  seen,`  but  it  ls`  not  supported.''

John  Crawford  was  wearing  two  hats-small
press  publisher  at  West  End  Press  in  Minnea-
polis  and  partner,  with  `Fred  Whitehead,   in
Midwest  Distributors  in  Kansas  City.   He  talk-
ed  about  a  time  when  small  press  publishers

w.ere  beginning  to  get  public  funding,  but
the  problem  Qf  distribution  had  not  yet  been
addressed,  when  the  NEA  started  "to  do  fund-
ing  for  distribution  projects .... They  were
pouring  a  lot  of  money  into  these  small
press  books,  which  don't  sell  well,.  and  they
got  to  the  next  stage-'How  do we  get  them
out?'   The  presses  were  very  bad  at  distribu-
tion,.  they  had  never  done  it  before.''  John
says  that  the  current  small  press  distribu-
tors  "could  not  exist without  funding  from
an  arts  agency  of  some  sort.  Distributors
have  a  hard  time  breaking  even  under,  sag,
a  gross  of  half-a-million  to  $1  million  a
gear .... You  get  10%o  of  the  price  of  each
book  that  you  distribute,.  and  that's  just
not  enough  to  be  able  to  get  bg,  unless  you
have  a  real  good  volume.  These  distributors
will  be  a  real  thing  of  the  past,  I  think,
within  another  gear  or  two,  unless  theg're
very  clever  about  doing  auxiliary  programs
that  bring  in  more  money."

decided  the  only  way   I  was  go-
to  be  able  to  survive  past

of  the  grant  period  was
sta.rt   looking  for  other  ways
be  more  viable."

John  described  activities  that  can  in-
crease  distribution:  ''As  a  small  press  pub-
lisher,  I  decided  the  only  wag  I  was  going
to  be  able  to  survive  past  the  boom  of  the
grant  period was  to  start  looking  for  other
wags  to  be  more  viable  and  long-term. . .and
the  thing was  to  get  out  a  catalogue. . .that
you  could  get  around  to  the  bookstores ....
We  could  also  go  to  book  events-small  press
fairs  of  various  kinds .... But  very  quickly,
we  started  moving  into  other  areas  like  net-
working.  What  we  found was  that  tying  our  ef-
f.orts  to  the  ef forts  of  other  cultural  organ-
izations  was  probably  the  most  ef fective
thing  we  could  do.    So,  for  instance,  for  3
gears,  we  worked  very  closely  with  Foolkill-
er  in  Kansas  City-theg're  on  the  regular
folk  c:ircuit,  and  they  have  writers  that  read
and  theg  do  drama .... We  would  have  book  ta-
bles  up,  with  books  of  songs  but  also  connect-
ed with  literary  stuff .... Lastly,  is  a  news-
letter  that  West  E:nd  Press  has  been  putting
out  2-3  times  a  gear.  If  I  had  to  sit  down
and  sag  which  of  these  things  works,  I  would
sag . . .an¥time  you  have  a  dual  wag  of  getting
your  work  before  a  larger  audience,  it works
better....

"If  gou're  working  with  writers  who  are
also  connected  with  some  movement-the  best

6 example  here  would  be  Don  West,  whose  book



we  did  recently.  Don  has  been  a  Southern  or-
ganizer,  he  goes  back  _to  the _S_o_uthern .T=nant-Farmers'   Association  in  the   '20s .... With  Don,

there  was  an  advance  sale  of  his  book  of  a-
round  1,000  copies,  just  from  his  getting  a
newsletter  out  to  people  that  he  knew  and
worked  with  in  the  South .... And  the  attitude
is  so  wonderful..  Many  writers  seem  to  be  a-
lienated  from  the  end  process  of  their  own
work.  But  Don  feels  that  it's  an  integral
part  of  his  life.  He'11  take  his  book  any-
where,.  he'11  read  from  it-he  doesn't  worry
about  how  it  looks  to  anyone,.  he  sells  his
own  book .... Meridel   (Ijesueur)   does  it  a  great
deal .... She  will  get  1096  of  the  print  run  in
books ,... so  she  becomes  a  distributor.  She
does`  her  own  promotion,  her  own  distribution,.
and  she  gets  a  lot  of  gigs.  She  lnakes  more
off  the  books  than  the  gigs."

Doug  Kahn  of  Seattle  Xchange  described
another  small  press  strategy:   "r  have  a  work-
ing  relationship w`ith  a  couple  of  small  press-
es.  The  strategy  theg're  both  employing  is  to
have  some  books  that  are  real  hot  sellers  that
support  the  rest ,... that won't bring  that kind
of  immediate  return."

Some  participnats  doubted  that  they'd  have
a  chance  to  use  this  strategy;  but  Doug  won-
dered  if  this  wasn't  a  kind  of  self-censor-
ship  endemic  to  the  movement:   ''There  are  peo-
pie  with  integrity  who  are  doing  some  stuf f
on  a  mass  basis .... It's  possible  that  all
you  have  to  do  i.s  ask. . .

''. . .distr-ibution  is  an  integral
part  of  the  crea,tive  process. . .I
don't  think  that  we  can  expect that
anybody  else  is  going  to  do  that
for  us. . ."

"It  has  to  be  stressed  that  there's  a  ±±:
c_iii±ii: iegitimacg  in  that  situation.  Si:=e
the  American Writers  Congress ,  Meridel  has
recognition  she  didn't  have  before. . .It's
not  like  there's  one  urhorella  being  held  up
for  people  to  cliho  under. . ."

Roger  Schmitz  talked  about  Blue  Heron  Pro-
duction's  adventures  in  trying  to  get  The
Gathering  film  out,   emphasizing  the  high  cost
of  seeking  distribution-the  necessity  to
have  several  prints  in  circulation  at  poten-
tial  distributors'  or  buyers' ,  and  the  high
level  of  competition  for  buyers  or  exhibitors
Roger  emphasized  that  the  considerations  of
distribution  have  an  impact  on  the  decisions
that  go  into  shaping  a  film:   "For  cable  TV,
we  would  have  to  have  something  around  30"
and  it would  really  be  to  our  disadvantage

if  we  went  much  longer. . .and  if  it  goes  tc)
school  systems,  if  it's  a  format  of  around
30"  it  can  be  fit  into  an  hour  study  plan."

Roger  said  they'd  thought  of  finding  a  dis-
tributor,  but  "the  way  it's  turning  out,  we're
distributing  it  ourselves.  We  approached  New
Front  Fillns,and  it  would  be   almost   60%o  of
profit  that  would  go  to  them  (colimercial  dis-
tributors  commonly  take  80%o)   and  theg'd  bas-
ically  put  us  on  a  newsletter  and  some  cata-
logs.  As  far  as  up-front  costs,  we'd  have  to
have  a  dozen  prints .... So  we're  showing  it  a-
round,  putting  it  in  some  film  reviews ,...
looking  into  European sales ,... film  festivals.
.. .For  a  gear  and  a  half,  we're  putting  time
and  energy  and  our  own  money  into  it. . .and  we
have  fulltime  jobs  doing  something  else."

Katharine  Pearson,  presodent  of  Appalshop
in  Whitesburg,  KY,   jolted  this  gloomy  atmos-
phere  with  another  way
problem:   "I  tj]ink  one
of  the  whole  movement
nize  that  distribution

f  looking  at  the
the  biggest  mistakes
the  faliure  to  recog-

s  an  integral  part  of
the  creative  process .... I  don't  think  we  can
expect  that  angbodg  else  is  going  to  do  that
for  us,  unless  you  do  get  into  these  relation-
ships  where  gou're  necessarily  setting  your-
self  up  to be  exploited-or  to  feel  that  you
are  being  exploited. . .I  would  suggest  thatthe
whole  distribution  process , regardless of  the
medium,  rest  with  the  people  that  are  creat-
ing  the  piece .... The  question  that's  most  im-
portant  is  are  we  willing  to  do  the  kinds  of
things  that  need  to  be  done  to  get  the  work
out?  A  lot  of  times,  I  see  that  answer  being
'No.I   And  then  I've  heard  people  crying  a-
bout  not  getting  their  work  seen ....

"Too  often  this  connotation  of  'artist'
carries  with  it  the  failure  to  recognize  that
this  artist  cannot  finish  his  work,  and  then
expect  some  drone  to  pick  it  up  and  get  it
out.  I  think  that's  the  most  elitist  point  of
view  when  it  comes  to  making  art ....

"You  can  look  at  the  people  that  are  doing
it  well.  New  Day  Films  is  one  of  the  best  in-
dependent  distributors.  They  demand  that  the
filmmaker  sign  up  to  participate  for  a  gear
in  their  collective  in  order  to  distribute
their  own  film.  They  will  not  just  take  your
film...I  think  gou'1l  find  that  success  is
tied  to  the  integration  of  the  whole  process."

Katharine  talked  about  Appalshop's  experi-
ence-.  I'`We  market  June  Appal  records  primarily
through  distributors  all  over  the  country,. and
then  the  musicians  account  for  a  big  percent-
age  of  sales,  in  their  own  concert  tours,.  and
then  we  have  a  direct-mail  martseting  process
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that  returns  better  than  59ofo .... Our  two  best-
selling  records  are  bg  musicians  who  do  ex-
tensive  touring,  and  that  is  their  edges . . .
They  take  their  records  everywhere  they  go.
. . .But  heaven  knows ,  we  haven't  solved  the
dilleirmas  of  distribution.  We  need  to  find
out  more  and  more  and  more .... "

Holbrook  Teter  from  Zephyrus   Image  in
Healdsburg,   CA,   stressed  that  it  was  also
linked  to  other  factors-like  need:   "The  San
Francisco  Mime  Troupe,  in  the  beginning,  what
they  were  doing  almost  didn`t  need  distribu-
tion: . . .it  was  the  most  important  thing  that
was  going  on,  so  that  evergbodg  in  the  Bag
Area  that  was  concerned. . .always  went  to  see
it.    They  has  visual  artists  doing  costui:nes,
and  the  first  lightshows  I'd  ever  run  across
were  their  productions.  And  politic:al  organ-
izers  worked  with  them .... What  I'm  suggest-
ing  is  two  things:  One  is  that  people  were
all  working  together  and  contributing  what
they  knew  how  to  do,  from  a  wide  variety  of
interests  and  skills,.  and  that  really  helped
define  what  was  happening  and  how  it  was  go-
ing  to  get  distributed .... And  the  second
thing  was  that  there  was  an  undoubted  need."

Cricket  seconded  Katharine's  view,  but
acknov{le.dged  the  toll  it  took;   ''IJ]  tJ}eater
a`ngwag,   there  is  no  c)ne  gc)u  c:an  hope  to
turn  to  as  a  distributor.  you  can  only  do  it
yourselves . . .That  means ,  within  your  organi-
zation,  there  have  to  be  people  working  on
that-maybe  several.  The  cost  of  the  thing
then  includes  not  only  all  this  rehearsal
time,  but  all  the  time  that  has  to  be  put
into  distribution,  both  before  and  after i±'s
made.  Part  of  the  consequence  of  what  Kath-
arine  is  saying  is  that  the  amount  gou`re
going  to  produce  almost  inevitably  has  to be
very  small,  because  such  a  large  proportion
of  your  time  has  to  go  into  distribution."

Doug  Kahn  closed  the  session  by  notihg
that  deciding  to  do  it  yourself  opens  up  a
whole  range  of  considerations:   ''A  Jot  of
folks  associated  with  NAPNOC  have  very  clear
notions  of  constituencies,.  but  the  middle
ground  between  constituencies  and  distribu-
tion  is  somewhat  foggy.    And  really,  when
gou're  making  your  work,  gou're  doing  every-
thing  at  once..     the  terms  on  which  you  make
your  work  encapsulate  the  terms  of  distribu-
tion-and  to  a  certain  extent,  that's  how
people  consume  things."

PuBLIC  FUNDING -Determined Realism
Money   1.s   always   a   topic   when   cormunl.ty

arts   people   get  together:       Why   haven't  we
got   it?   How   can   we   get   i.t?   What  would   we   do
if  we   got   I.t?     The   usual   topi.cs.

One   conference   sessl.on   followed   up   on   the
"nati.onal   brai.nstorm"   that   appeared   1.n   CD   #23.

The   topi.c:   fl.ndi.ng   financial   support   foFTpro-
gressive   cultural   work   1.'n   the   Uni.ted   States.
Although   thi.s   i.s   supposed   to   be   the   Era   of
the   Pri.vate  Sector,  most   people  were   inter-
ested  in  talkl.ng   about   the   problem  of  govern-
ment   fundi.nq.

To   begi.n   wi.th,   Fred   Whi.tehead   of   Mi.dwest
Di.stri.butors   di.scouraged   the  group   from  giv-
ing   up   on   publi.c   fundi.ng,   decryl.ng   the   ''c!e-
featist  attitude  about  such  things.  Rather
than  feeling  isolated  and  alienated  and  in
despair,  we  should  sag,  for  example,  that
the  military  budget  belongs  to  us,  and  we
want  it  transferred- we  accept  that  as  a
political  goal .

"We  need  something  like  a  new  WPA,"   he
sai.d,   referri.ng   to   the  Works   Progress   Admin-
i.strati.on   of  the'30s.   (Fred's   proposal   for  a
natl.onal    bral.nstrom  on   thl.S   topl.c   wi.ll   ap-
pear   in  £!  #27. )   ''We  neec!  sotne  puZ>Ijc  works

works  projects,  not  only  for  artists,  but
for  evergbodg  else-to  rebuild  the  cities,
to    have  decent  housing,  have  a  good  school
for  your  kids...It's  just  the  same  as  having
gcrd art:it  all  fits  together.  We  dg9. pay the
taxes-let'.s  not  forget  that."

John   Weber  of   the   Chi.cago   Mural   Group   a-
greed,   but  wl.th  reservations:   ''To  a  certain
extent,  we  do  have  to  write  off  government
funding.    Not  that we  shouldn't  continue  to
fight  for  it;  but  we  shouldn't  be  making
compromises  over  the  next  few  gears  for  that.
The  military  budget  is  the  central  issue ncw=
as  long  as  that  amount  of  resources  is  being
spent  on  arms ,  no  other  problems  can  be
solved .

''At  the  same  time,  we  shouldn't  underes-
timate  the  flexibility  of  the  system.  We`re
a  long  wag  from  ac:hieving  many  of  the  basic,
ordinary  sort  of  social  reforlris;  that  are
current  in  almost  all  European  countries  at
this  point .... We  should  be  plarining  for  a
new  era  in  government-perhaps  not  a  radic-
ally  new  one,  but  at  least  a  different  admin-
istration.  We  should  be  dreaming  dreams,

8  reaching  out  to  a  younger  generation,   and



being  ready  to  play  an  active  and  much-ex-
panded  role  a  few  gears  from  now."

AS   to  the  Short  term,   ''we  do  have  to  be
prepared  to  carry  on work  with  little  or  no
funding,   in  maJ}y  cases,"   John   Sal.d,   "a]]d  cezL
tainlg  this  is  a  question  of  linking  up with
other  forces.  But  if  gou're  talking  about
concrete  cultural work with  a  lot  of  active
forces,  at  the  moment  gou're  not  going  to  be
able  to  get  funding  for  that."

Fred   suggested  you  shouldn.t  wait  for   it
either,  by  telll.ng  a  "little  story  to  light-
en  the  moment.  Utah  Phillips  is,  as  many  of
you  know,  an  IWW  singer  who  goes  around  the
country.     He'11  play  the  guitar,  then  he'11
say  something.     He  said,   'Igo around  the
country,   and  I  ask  people   ''what's  happening
with  culture?"  And  they  will  tell  me,   "We're
waiting  for  the  grant." "

Nancy   Ti.mmi.ns   of   Omaha's   Metropoli.tan
Arts   Council   thought  nei.ghborhood   arti.sts
could  move   government   by  exerci.si.ng   i.nflu-
ence   l.n   local   Poll.tl.cS.      "Because  we  work
with  community  groups,  we  have  a  very  unique
kind  of  power.  And  we're  willing  to  use  it-
often.  We  look  at  the  pie  to  be  divided  up.
In  the  ilrmediate  future,  we're  not  going  to
have  any  real  impact  on  how  much  the  sgmphong
gets,.  but  we  can  have  a  great  deal  of  impact
on  how  big  the    pie   is,  so  that  our  5%o  is
worth  a  lot  more..  Unlike  the  sgmphong . . .we

deliver  voters -... for  any  City  Cc>uncil  meet-
ing,  with  15  phone  calls,  we  can  deliver  200
bodies,  with  no  questions  asked .... And  I
think  that'S  a  particular  kind  of  power  that
everyone  ±n  the  colnmunitg  arts  movement  has;
and  I'm  not  sure  that  we  have  used  it  to  the
extent  that we  can-in  the  public  sector  or
the  private .... I  don't  care  if  it's  about
funding  or  facilities  or  a  permit  to  use  a
park-or  helping  the  sgmphong  get bigger
bucks  so  that  they  in  turn  don't  fight  about
our  5%o;  but  it's  power."

Arlene  Goldbard  volunteered  to  be  "a  lit-
tle  bit  of  a  pain  in  the  ass,  and  sag  that  I
have  put  a  lot  of  time  into  doing  that  kind
of  work,  and  a  lot  of  rich  people  get  money
out of  it,  and  ng  group  didn't.  I  find  that
the  establishment  arts  institutions  exploit
colrmunitg  artists-especially  minority  people
-bg  trotting  them  out  once  a  gear when  it's
time  to  get  more  funding.  And  that's  the  last
time  gou'1l  see  them  'til  that  same  time
next  gear ."

So   the   consensus   on   public   fundi.ng   is
thi.s:     Try  as   hard  as  you  can  afford  to.
Don't  let  government  off  the  hook.     But
don't  put  all   your  eggs   in  one  basket,
e1.ther.

WORKING PEOPLE'S Cu[TURE
"An  Approach  to  the  Working  Class"-this

was  the  title  of  a  workshop  of fered  by  Fred
Whitehead  and  John  Crawford,  partners  in  Mid-
west  Distributors  in  Kansas  City.   Fred  opened
the  session  with  some  background:   "The  union
movement  is  in  trouble .... Consciousness  11  is
still  in  charge,  even  though  the  New  Deal  has
given  wag  to  the  Ra:w  Deal.  Where  there  is  now
massive  unemployment,  there  are  no  substan-
tial  organizing  drives  underwag."

"At  the  same  time,  there  are  some  signs
of  a  response.  Solidarity  Day  last  gear  was
the  largest  labor    demonstration  in  American
history.  The  peace  demons`tration that foHowed
this gear  wiis the largest  in  American  history,
and  there  was  substantial  labor  involvement
in  that.  Recently,  the  steel  workers'   union
voted  for  the  nuclec~r  freeze  resolution-
which  of  course   .Ls  unprecedented.     These
things  should  notbe overlooked.  We  don't
want  to  miss  this  chance ....

"The  main  thing  to  me  is  to  have  a  long-
term  perspective  and  a  tenacity  about  it.
One  thing  I've  noticed  in working  with  labor
people  is  that  one  must  first  give before  re-
ceiving.  Theg're  used  to  having  all  kinds  of
people  show  up  and  try  to  hype  them .... Cer-
tainly  there's  a wariness  there  that's  quite
understandable.  In  ng  own  experience,  I  had
to  go  out  on  a  lilho,.  in  fact,  I've  spent
quite  a  bit  of  ng  own  money  and  time  to  do
something  I  hope will  eventually  prove  worth-
while....

'the thing  I 've noticed in \rorking with
lahor people  is that  one lmist  f irst  give
before receiwhg. "

'rwe  have  a  situation  where  the  leadership
will  sometimeswant to  help,  but  they  don`t
have  the  money  for  what  they  basically  want
to  do  angwag ....



WORKING   CLASS   CULTURE,    Continued

''1  feel  that  our  art  must  be  lively,"
Fred  continued,   "It  "st  J]ave  j`c!eas,  jt  must
deal  with  great  themes  and  issues  such  as
justice,  love  and  beauty,  and  should  never
have  any  type  of  condescension-because  ever-
yone  senses  that  right  away.  In  this  connec-
tion,   I  would  like  to  cite  the  Roman  poet
Horace,  who  said  that  art  has  two  purposes..
to  delight  and  to  instruc:t. . .In  this  connec-
tion,  I  would  recall  the  IWW   (the  Interna-
tional  Workers  of  the  World  or  "Wobblies") a
One  of  the  great  things  about  the  IWW  was
that  they  sang  like  crazy-when  they  were  in
jail,  when  they  would  go  to  prison-and  we
need  to  recover  that  tradition,  and  to
write  our  c>wn  songs.'.

''. . .we  have  to  renefroer  that  we'`re  cork-
ing  in  a contesct  of  oultural  gencoide. . ,"

John  Crawford  picked  up  the  thread  with
a  description  of  a  project  they  were  trying
to  put  together.   "Our  jc!ea  started  about  6
months  ago,  when  I  met  a  woman  named  EvaMack
who  is  a  writer  for  Solia_aritg ,
of  the  United  Auto  Workers.

the  magazine
She  had  written

an  article  on  the  books  that  had  come  out  of
working  class  c:ulture  in  the  20th  Century. . .
It  was  cowhined  with  an  issue  consisting  of
writings  and  poems  bg  auto  workers.  We
thought,   'Wouldn't  it  be  fine  if  we  could
get  some  of  our  books  together,  and  put  themin  a  format  like  this,  and  get  them -out  to
unic>n   people? I  . . .

"The  distribution  idea  we  were  most  in-
±rigue.d  with  was  a  book  club-set  up  bg,  sag,
a  national  union,  with  their  cosponsorship.
. . .The  work  of  getting  the  word  out  about
the  books  would  be the unior!s, dealing  withits  own  merhoership.  There  would  be  an  advis-
ory  board  for  the  selection  of  the  books.
The  advertisements  would  come  through  the
union  newf=paper .... We  got  some  interest  from
some  union  people,.  but  we've  had  one  devil
of  a  time  trying  to  get  through  to  the  right
people  to  give  permission  to  do  any  of  the
projects  we  have  in  mind.

"I  thi.nk  it  all  comes  back  to  what  Fred
was  talking  about:  that  in  order  to  start
that  kind  of  project,  you  have  tc>  prove  not
only  your  good  i:ntentions`,  but  that  gou're
willing  to  give  up  something  of  your  own-
willing  to  work  hard  and  make  it  succeed.''

Fred  ended  the  opening  presentation  with
this  bit  of  advice:  ''Jf  you  approach  local
upi_ons,  or  you  approach  the  city  labor  coun-
t:il,  or  the  state  AFI,-CIO  leadership,  I'd
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suggest  maybe  doing  a  workshop  at  their  con-
vention  or  a  meeting~on  poetry,  or  murals
or  whatever.    But  please-for  free.  Because
if  you  sag,   'Well,  we  won't  do  it  unlesswe
have  $500,'   theg'll  sag,   `Bge."'

Doug  Kahn  of  Seattle  Xchange  talked  a-
bout  one  of  the  issues  that  arises  in  dis-
cussions  of  working  with  unions:   the  "Grit-
ique  of  the  strong  trend  of  relying  on
folkloric  tradition  in working  class  cul-
ture-that  it was  stif ling working  class
culture  because,  although  it's  real  basic,
it's  anachronistic ....

"As  far  as  an  approach  to  the  labor  move-
ment,  I  think  it`s  very  important  to  hook
up  contemporary  idioms ,  innovative-type
things,  with  the  labor  movement.  One  of the
more  successful  things  happening  with  the
Seattle  Labor  Theater...is  that  they  have  a
clearinghouse,  sort  of  an  intermediary  be-
tween  labor  and  the  theater  communitg.One
of  the  more  popular  things  is  getting  one
of  the  several  improvisational  theater
groups  to  do  benefits .... There  was  a  demon-
stration  in  olympia,  the  largest  labor  de-
monstration  in  Washington  history ,  and  we
got  improv  theater  groups  to  play  at  these
feeder  rallies  and  it  was  very  good."

John  Crawford  wasn`t  altogether  comfort-
able  with  this  criticism.   "I  think  we  have
to  remelhoer  that  we`re  working  in  a  context
of  cultural  genocide. . .things  have  been  e-
rased  on  purpose .... The  reason  I  resist  the
thing  about  nostalgia  to  a  certain  degree
is  that  I  think  the  problem  is  the  thread
of  continuity  has  been  snapped.  The  IWW  is
not  particularly  significant  to  the  modern
worker  because  the  worker  doesn't  have  the
history,  is  not  taught  it .... "

Lee  Hawkins  from  Cherry  Creek  theater  in
St.   Peter,  MN,   talked  about  experiences  in
his  own  union,  a  project  "that's  just  in  a
germinal  stage  right  now.  I  belong  to  an
AFSCRE  (Affiliation  of  State,  County  and  Mu-
nicipal  Employees)   local  in  Minnesota.  Theg
got  the  right  to  strike  through  the  state
legislature  a  couple  of  gears  ago,  andtheg
used  it  only  once,  and  didn't  get  very  far
with  the  strike  itself--and  that  has  a  lot
to  do  with  economic  dynamics,  state  and
federal.  The  problem  is  the  people  who  be-
long  to  the  union  now  think  that  it  would
be  useless  to  go  on  strike  because  they
wouldn't  be  able  to  get  anything.  And  the
education  and  leadership  department  of AFSCME
feels  it's    their  fault  because  the  people
who  belong  to  the  union  have  no  sense  of
what  it  is  to  be  a  worker .....



"So  what  I'm  trying  to  do  is  talk  with
some  people  in  the  education  and  leader.-
ship  department  about  starting  up within
each  local  a  cultural  colnmittee  that  would
have  as  its  major  task  to  formulateagear's
activities  that would  not  only  be  rallying
aroundthe issue  of  labor,  but  also  about
the  colrmunitg  of  people  that  are  there.
The  interesting  thing  about  the  strike  was
that  there  was  a  real  sense  of  solidarity
during  the  strike. . .people  were  there,some
24  hours  a  day,  and  there  was  a  lot  of talk.
. . .But  nobody  was  there  to  take  and  shape
those  stories  at  the  moment,  and  there  was
no  history  within  AFSCME  about  the  union
itself .

"So  one  of  the  things  that  I'm  proposing
is  that  people  who  belong  to  NAPNOC  and  are
interested  in  thi.s  work  could  do  some  kind
of  a  publication. . .so  the  leadership  and  ed-

"I  think it's very irprtant  to hook
up  conterxporary  idicms, . .with  the
labor  moventent . "

ucation  departments  know  that  there  are
those  cultural  workers  who  are  interested
in working w`±th  unions  on  a  local  basis.
Our  union,  for  example,  I  think  raisesabout
$6,000  a  gear  that  they  keep,  and  that  usu-
ally  goes`  to  politicians'`   campaigns.There's
a  sense  that  that  money  is  kind  of  wasted
--there'd  be  a  much,  much  better  use. . .And
the  people  on  the  local  level  are  really
interested . . ` .

"I  think  it's  really  important  not  to  go
necessarily  towards  the  bureaucracy ....
There`s  a  lot  of  potential  jealousy  thatcan
happen  in  the  bureaucracy   (over  who  gets
credit) ,  that's  why  it's  really  importantto
go  to  the  grassroots  level.  They  have  meet-
ings,  generally,  once  a  month,  and  theg're
dying  for  something  different  than  the  usu-
al  agenda."

John  Crawford  had  his  doubts,   though:
"The  problem with  going  to  locals  is  that
gou're  going  to  wind  up  getting  shut  out  of
the  process  very  fast,  because  if  the  bu-
reaucrats  are  jealous  of  anything  at  ail,
it's  somebody  trying  to    run  one  past  them.
you  do  have  to  deal  with  the  power  realities
of  the  union."

"Sure,"   replied  Lee, 'but  what  I'm  trying
to  sag  is  the  locals  have  funds  of  theirc)wrL
If  theg're  interested  in  a  project,  they
know  enough  about  the  people  making  decis-
ions  above  them  to  know  w`hat  their  terri-
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tory  is-  theglre  not  gc)±ng  tc)  allow  someone
to  come  ln  from  S±.  Paul,  and  tell  them,  in
St.  Peter,   'No,  you  shouldn'.t  do  that."

Others  also  had  encouraging  stories  about
local  developments.   Hobrook  Teter  from  Zeph-
yrus  Image  in  northern  California  talked  a-
bout  the  public  employees  union  of  which  he
±s  a  nember..  "We  joined  with  a  coalitionthat
was  started  bg  our  union  and  the  California
Teachers'   Association  branch,  with  peace  and
anti-nuclear  groups,  women's  groups,  a  wide
variety  of  groups  concerned with  social  is-
sues.  We`re  a  small  union  in  a  very  conser-
vative  county,  and  have  not  had  any  impact
at  all  in  terms  of  some  of  the  issues  we're
concerned  about.  We  figure  if  we  all  work
together,  we  will  be  able  to  accomplish
some  of  our  goals.  And  we  asked  the  head  of
the  county  cultural  planning  project,  an  art-
ist,  to  join,.  we're  hoping  and  expecting  to
work  cooperatively  with  the  artists."

There  were  debates  over  the  terms  of  the
discussion.   Arlene  Goldbard,   NAPNOC's  Co-
d±rector,  said,  "So  far  this  discussion
should  be  called   'Working  with  the  Unions,'
which  doesn't  encompass  all  mg  interests  un-
der  the  heading  'working  class  culture.'
Only  20%  of  workers  are  organized  into  un-
ions,  and. . .  when  you  talk  about  those  who
are  not  unionized,  you  find  things  are  dif-
ferent.  The  question  of  nostalgic,  folklor-
ic  aesthetics  that  Doug  brought  up  is  not
so  much  of  a  problem.  While  unions  tend  to
be  engaged,  for  lots  of  good  reasons,  in  a
self-conscious  process  of  creating  a  cultur-
al  history  to  be  shared  bg  their  meihoers,
theg're  continually  drawing  on  the  past.
Whereas  in  ng  experience,   a  great  many  work-
ing  people  look  toward  the  future,  cultur-
ally  and  in  other  wags .... There's  not  that
feeling  that  all  we  can  do  in  the  future  is
replicate  the  past--that  our  goal  is  to  re-
turn  to  the  Golden  Age  of  Union  Organizing
or  whatever.

''When  you  talk  about  this  larger  working
class,  you  see  that  a  lot  of  the  groups  in
NAPNOC  have  working  class  audiences.Those
theaters  that  have  done  audience  surveys ,
for  example,  come  up  with  like  80%o  of  their
audiences  making  less  than  $10-15,000  agear,
80%  in  blue  and  pink-collar  jobs. . .In  many
cases,  theg're  speaking  to  a working  class
audience  with  work  that  is  formallg  very  in-
novative  and  in  theme  extremely  current  and
relevant  to  the  great  themes,  as  Fred  said,
of  the  mo'vement."

David  O'Fallon,   head  of  Continuing  Educa-



CULTURE,   contldWOFKING   CI.AS.S

tion  in  the  Arts  at  the  University  of  Min-
nesota,  wondered  about  the  phrase   '.working
class"..  "Mg  wife  is  a  nurse  and  has  a  union
and  so  forth...It's  partly,  I  guess,  that
sense  of  how  you  think  about  your  work,how
you  approach  it,  what  you  think  your  iden-
titg  is  with.  Theg're  very  aware,  for  ex-
ample ,... of  the  ran  deal  they  get.  Buttheg
don't  see  themselves  as  being  in  the  same
ballpark  as  a  steamfitter  or  an  industrial
laborer...I  guess  that's.  why  I'm  tangling
with   `working  class,'   because  it's  used  so
broadly,  I  think  it  lack  potency."

Fred  Whitehead  didn't  think  the  unions
should  be  underestimated:   "We  c!on't  waJ]t  to
get  too  hung  up  on  the  unions,  but  on  the
other  hand,  the  point  about  the  unions  is
that  they  have  generally  been  defense  mech-
anisms,  so  you  don't  get  totally  robbed  bg
your  employer. . .So  they  have  a  defensive
mentality  for  the  most  part ,-... we  need  to
realize  that.  At  the  same  time,  theg'rethe
major  form  of  working  class  organization, in
the  U.S.  and  in  the  world.   I  would  urge  peo-
ple,  for  example,  to  get  reviews  of  your
plays  and  other  artwork  in  the  union  news-
paper`  Set  up  special  rates  through  unions,
or  union  nights.  Try  that;  those  kinds  of
things  can  really  begin  to  break  down
these  feelings  of  alienation  that  people
have  talked  about."

"If  the bureaucrats  are  jealous of
anything at  all,  it's  somebody  try-
ing  to  nin  one  past  theln.  You  do
ha.ve  to deal with  the power realities
of  the  union`''

John  Crawford  suggested  that  perhaps  un-
ions  weren`t  the  probler[`  as  much  as  our  own
lack  of  organization  parity:     ''"e  nay  very
well  need  an  organized  artis`ts'   and  writers'
irovement  in  the  U.S.,  as  there  v\ras  in  the
'30s,  in  order  to  be  able  to  deal  with  an
organized  labor  movenent`  It' s  a  reciprocal
process,  and  if  we're  organized,  it`s  a
whole  lot  easier  to  work  w:ith  people  who
are  themselves  organized `''

Doug  Kahn  said,   'rAr]otfier  part  of  thj`s  ls
organizing  artists  to  become  engaged  in
working  clas.s  culture`  One  thing  about  a  lot
of  young  artists  is  that  theg're working
class  and  they  don't  kncyhr it--but  theg're
gonna  be  working  class  for  a  real  long  time."
He  described  Germany  between  World  War  I  and
Hitler's  rise  as`  the  site  of  a  "fusl`t?n  I`
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don`t  th`i`nk` ever  happened  in  the  U.S .... in-
tel`1ectuqls  and  artists  of  all  types  who  en-
gaged  directly  with  the  working  class  move-
ment:.''  He  emphasized  that  it  "was  not  only
a  v±tallzation  of  the  working  class  movement,
but  also  a  vitalizat±on  of  the  artisticprac-
tices  of  the  time.  And  that's  another  thing
that  has  to be  stressed  to  practicing  art-
ists  who  are  getting  politically  engaged--
show` that  lt's  not  some  type  of  dutiful  re-
lationship,  but  actually  a  vitalizing  thing
lf  they  can  Integrate  it."

Bob  Feldman  of  the  United  Mime  Workers
in  Champaign,   IL,   noted  that  "tj]ere's  a  ten-
dencg  in  this  country  to  isolate  people,
groups  and  organizations. . .After  a  lot  of
our  performances,  people  will  sag,   'Well,
how  does  the  working  class  relate  to  your
work?'--as  if  many  of  them weren't  part  of
the  woriking  class.  One  of  the  forms  of  iso-
lation  is  the  view  that  the working  class
is  just  the  hard-labor  industrial  organiza-
tions.`.One  of  our  tasks  as  artists  and  cul-
tural  workers  can  be  to  broaden  the  idea  of
what  the  working  class  is.  The  larger  we
can  make  it,  the  less  isolated  that  image
and  idea  will  be."

Liz  Lerman  of  the  Dance  Exchange  in  Wash-
ington,   DC,   added,   ''A  group  of  people  who
are  incr`ediblg  strong  about  this  work  is
the  retired  and  old  population .... Although
a  lot  of  us  tend  to  view  them  sentimentally,
they  do  not  see  themselves  that  wag  at  all.
They  want  to  conserve  culture   ,  but  are  al-
so  at  a  point  in  theiir  lives  where  they  can
sag  `I'm willing  to  try  anything.I   It's  a
terrific  place  for  artists  to  be with  peo-
pl.e,  also  pretty  cross-class,  except  for
the  very  wealthy  who  are  very  isolated. . .
But  once  gou've  gotten  to  middle-income and
below,  they  are  all  together  and  really
willing,  not  only  to  be  the  receivers  of
culture,  but  to be  the  givers  of  culture. . .
Wrhat's  true  ls  what  gou've  said  about  un-
ions..  you  have  to  give.  you  mag  have  to
transport  them  at  the beginning,  literally ,
to  get  thorn where  you  want  them.  Theg're  a
terrific  resource u.because  they  certainly
have  stories  to  tell."

John  Pitman  Weber  of  the  Chicago  Mural
Group  added  this:   "Certa.jnlg. . .making  the
approaches` tc)  the  unions`,  as  they  evolve,is
very  important.  But  ve  can't  always  be  wait-
ing  on  finding  that  sg'mpathetic  ear  in  the
union  bureaucracy ` ` .to  be  dealing with  the
wor`king  class  ±n  terms  of  their  struggles
(cantinued  on  page  26 --.- i



Rural America :
A Sense of place

"It`s  hard  for  me  to  see  'rural  America'
as  a  very  homoge]]eous  unit,"  remarked  Ken
Larsen  in  the  "Rural  America  and  Cultural
Democracy"   session  of  NAPNOC' s  Onaha  confer-
ence.  "I  think  there  are  many,  many  rural
Americas--though  it' s  very  easy  to  overlook
that  fact.„

This  diversity  of  place  was  a  central
theme  throughout  the  discussion.  The  three
speakers  whose  remarks  opened  the  session
exemplified  it:     Katharine  Pearson  is  pres-
ident  of  Appalshop  in  Whitesburg,   KY,   the
seat  of  Letcher  County  in  the  heart  of  the
Appalachian  coal  fields;  Bill  Pratt  is  the
Montana  Arts  Council's  community  arts  coor-
dinator,  working  with  isolated  groups  in  a
state  of  fewer  than  800,000,   but  encompass-
ing  nearly  150,000  square  milesi   and  Ken
Larsen  directs  Rural  Arts  Services,   a  tech-
nical  assistance  coalition  serving  the  di-
verse  rural  regions  of  northern california.

Katharine  talked about the  importance  of
places  "I  think  that  place  --this  descrip-
tion of  place  and  this  recognition  of place--
is  the  most  important  special  consideration
in  describing  what  rural  arts  work  is  about.
I  think  that  rural  arts  work  becomes  an  ex-
pression  of  place  more  than  just  about  any-
thing  else. . .We  figure  that  if  gou're  sure
enough  about  the  place  that  g}±g}± come  from,
then  that' s  going  to  mean  something  to some-
body  else,  because  it  will  strike  chords  of
a  universal  nature  bg  speaking  of  what's
immediate  around  us."

All  the  presentations  emphasized  specif ic
projects  and  situations,   seeing  this  as  the
clearest  way  of  understanding  the  complex
issues  of  rural  cultural  work.  Not  all  of
the  projects  people  described  were  success
stories  --  even  the  most  established  pro-
grams  face  money  problems  these  days,   and
many  promising  project  ideas  fall  to  other
obstacles .

Bill  Pratt  opened  the  discussion  bypoint-
ing  out  how  little  attention  has  gone  to the
peculiar  needs  of  artists  and  culturalgroups
in  small  places.   "Host  of  the  information  is
coming  from  the  large  urban  areas.  It's  real
nice  to  know  the  wag  the  big  people  do  their
planning  and  their  marketing.  But  a  transla-
tion  of  that  into  a  rural  context  is  perhaps
most  dif f icult  because  rural  people  think

differently.  Their  situation  is  different.
The  soci.al  pressures  are  often  different.
The  wag  they  communicate  is  different."

Some  of  these  dif f erences  were  ref lected
in  the  story  Bill  told  of  a  cultural  project
in  Wyola,   MT,   a  town  of   300  on  the  Crow  In-
dian  reservation.  Wyola  has  a  school, amotel
and  a  gas  station.   "Zt's  lost  much  of  its
economic  base,"  Bill  explained,   "Big  rancj]ers
are  buying  up  the  land  and  Shell  Oil  is  min-
ing  coal  in  the  area."

But  for  three  years,  a  potter-in-resi-
dence  named  Maggie  Carlson  went  to  work  in
Wyola.   Community  people  had  approached  the
state  arts  council,   saying  "We  want  to  cre-
ate  an  arts  center  in  Wyola."  Bill  said,
•'Theg  did  it,  and  it  was  very  successful,
as  long  as  they  had  money."

Initially  supported  with  NEA  Artists  in
Schools  money  administered  by  the  state
council,   no  new  sources  of  financial  surpert
have  been  found  to  replace  the  NEA  funds  af-
ter  the  3-year  grant  ended.  At  the  same  time,
the    lack    of  administrative  expertise  meant
that  a  good  deal  of  this  work  f ell  to  Maggie
Carlson,  cutting  into  her  artistic  work,   a
condition  which  "got  real  old  after  a  while,"
according  to  Bill.

Though  the  Wyola  project's  future  is  up
in  the  air,  Montanans  for  Quality  Television,
a  community  tv  group  in  Missoula,   spent  sev-
eral  weeks  in  Wyola,  producing  a  videotape
on  the  project.  Proceeds  from  the  rental  of
the  tape  will  go,  in  part,  to  a  fund  to  sup-
port  continuing  cultural  programs  there.

Ken  Larsen  was  next  to  speak,   and  assured
Bill  that  he  was  not  the  only  one  sharing  ex-
amples  that  didn't  quite  work  out.  Stressing
the  diversity  of  commrinities  within  the  large
area  served  by  Rural  Arts  Services,   Ken  said,
"There' s  certainly  no  self-conscious  movement
for  cultural  democracy  in  the  areas  I'm  fan-
iliar  with.  There  are  lots  of  independent
struggles,  but  they  operate  very  much  in  iso-
lation,  and  not  thinking  of  themselves  nec-
essarilg  as  political  struggles."

"Their  situation  is  different.   The
social  pressures  are  of ten  dif f er-
ent.   They  way  they  communicate  is
different. " .

These  facts  are  rooted  in  the  character
of  the  region.  With  a  population  of  around  a
million,   the  area  north  of  Sacramento  and
San  Francisco  covers  some  45,000  squaremilesL
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Coastal  mountains  and  the  Sierra  Nevada
range  make  travel  difficult.   The  peoplewho
Live  here  are  "as  diverse  as  any  city  of  a
million  people,"     Ken  explained,  with  sizahie
Latino  and  American  Indian  populations.   Old
time  residents,  mainly  involved  in  the  his-
toric  but  now  declining  economy  of  extrac-
tive  industries  like  fishing  and  lumbering,
have  been  joined  in  recent  years  by  many
ex-urbanites,   notably  young  people  heading
"back  to  the  land."

Ken  talked  about  three  projects.  First
was  a  mural  project  in  Susanville,  where
the  Indian  rancheria  suf fers  from  tension
bet.ween  qenerat±ons.   "Some  people  got  the
idea  that  the  main  focus  for  the  colrmunitg
that  crossed  generational  lines  was the gym-
nasium,  a  very  old  building,  and  that  there
should  be  a  mural  commemorating  the  athletic
exploits  that  had  occurred  there  over  50  or
60  gears.  First  came  the  gathering  of  oral
histories  f rom  the  older  members  of  the  com-
munity  who  had  participated  in  some  of  the
early  athletic  achievements  there  in  the ' 20s
and   '30s.   These  histories  were  taken  bg  some
of  the  kids  who  f elt  very  alienated  f rom  the
older  folks.   In  the  final  runral  product,
there  was  both  the  history  being  recounted
and  also  the  process  of  the  youth  taking
the  histories  from  the  elders."

"Random  arts  grants' were  another  unique
program  developed  by  a  county  arts  group  as
part  of  the  state  arts  council's  "State-Lo-
cal  Partnership  Program."   ''One  of  tj]e  re-

"If  you're  sure  enough  about  the
place  that  you  come  from,   then
that's  going  to  mean  something
to   somebody  else .... "

quirements  is  that  each  county  body  will
set  up  some  grants  mechanism,   even  though
the  counties  themselves  mag  have  no  inter-
est  in  making  grants,  mag  want  to  support
cultural  development  in  other  wags,"  Ken
observed.

One  county  group  decided  to  get  around
this  requirement  by  developing  a  unique
program.   "They  treated  it  like  the  bumper
sticker  contests  that  you  f ind  on  most  ra-
dio  stations,  Ken  exp±a±ned.   "Anyone  who
wanted  to  enter  simply  had  to  send  their
name  to  the  radio  station.   It  was  promoted
for  2  or  3  months,  and  then  at  the  end  there
was  a  big  drawing.   Evergbod.g  whose  name  was
drawn  was  given  $50  vouchers  to  bug  art from
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anyone  in  the  county  they  wanted  to.  As  I
understand  it,  there  was  no  predetermined
notion  of  what  art  was."

Another  county  tried  a  similar  thing,but
was   ''even  more  random,"  according  to  Ken:
"It  was  done  on  the  radio,  but  they  simply
went  through  the  telephone  book  and  pulled
people's  names  out.  The  scheme  was  thatthis
would  give  incredible  visibility  to  the  Arts
Council  and  to  the  artist.  What  they  didn't
realize  was  that,  because  of  the  distressed
economic  situation  of  the  area,  what  this
really  did  is  added  to  the  identity  of  the
arts  as  a  frivolous  activity.  There  werein-
credible  editorials  in  some  newspapers  and
speeches  bg  politicians,  saying,   'Well,this
shows  that  these  artists  are  a  bunch  of
flakes.   Theg're  throwing  money  around  while
people  are  out  on  the  streets  starving."

Ken's   third  example  was  in  Mendocino,the
coastal  town  where  Rural  Arts  Services  is
based:   ''A  woman  went   to  tj2e  local   grammar
school  and  set  up  a  comlnunitg  tapestg  proj-
ect.  Rather  than  embody  the  history  of  the
col[munitg  as  a  whole  in  the  tapestry,  the
idea    was  actually  to  create  a  community  a-
round  the  tapestry  and  to  have  that  history
recorded  in the  tapestry  itself:I

''The  whole  tapestry  product  was  created
from  raw  materials  of  the  area.   It  turned
out  to  be  a  really  incredibly  boundargmoss-
ing  experience  for  a  lot  of  the  people  in-
volved  because  it  involved  taking  kids   (who
even  though  the  live  in  a  rural  area  live  in
small  towns  for  the  most  part  and  don't  get
out  to  the  surrounding  ranches) ,  out  to  see
the  wool  being  sheared,  and  making  contact
with  the  sheep  ranchers,  many  of  whom  had
really  no  appreciation  for  the  artistic  com-
munity  that' s  developed  around  them.

"Then  making  drop  spindles,  going  out  to
the  mills  in  the  comm:unity  and  seeing  where
the  wood  comes  from  and  working  with  wood-
workers  to  fabricate  them.  At  least  in  our
area,  working  with  fabric  is  a  'women's job,'
but  since  this  was  done  in  the  schools,  a-         ,
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ing  local  natural  dyes  and  learning  about
various  botanical  things.

"There  was  then  a  Navajo-type  loom  cre-
ated,  and  it  was  done  with  a  simple  kind  of
double-weave  process.   People  would  come  in
and  select  f rom  the  materials  that  were  a-
vailable.   They  would  have  a  section  assigned,
and  they  could  on  the  spot  create  their  own



design  to  embody  whatever  they  recalled  f ram
the  whole  process  of  creating  the  tapestry."

Over  loo  people  participated  in  the  Men-
docino  tapestry  project.  But  the  school  ad-
ministration  got  increasingly  uncooperative
as  the  project  proceeded,   Ken  concluded:"rt
was  the  basic  struggle  that  happens  in  most
schools  over  whether  art  is  a  basic  skill
or  not.   Even  tlrough  this  had  involved  somang
classroom  disciplines,  it  still  was  not  very
apparent  to  the  principal,  and  he  made  it
very  dif f i.cult  for  the  teachers  who  wanted
to  continue  the  project  into  the  next  gear,.
the  School  Improvement  Council ,  which  wanted
to  fund  it,.  and  the  artist  to  come  back  to
the  school.  The  whole  success  of  the  project
was  also  its  downfall."

Katharine  Pearson  began  her  remarks  by
describing  her  region:   "Just  about  every-

"It  was  the  basic  struggle  that
happens  in  most  schools  over
whether  art  is  a  basic  skill
or  not."

thing  that  happens  around  Whitesburg  is  some-
how  related  to  the  mining  of  coal.  This  one-
industrg  economy  makes  the  whole  fabric  of
the  society  a  little  bit  dif ferent  than  a
lunltifaceted  environment,  whether  it' s  a
larger  town  or  urban  environment.  Another
thing  that' s  peculiar  and  specific  about the
place  I  cone  from  is  that  it's  very  largely
descendents  of  Scottish,  Irish  immigrants,
with very  small  pockets  of  other  ethnic
groups. . .It' s  what  gives  Appalachia  its  u-
niqueness,  its  strength  on  the  one  hand,
and  also  what  causes  it  to  be  seen  in  out-
side  terms  as  being  a  stronghold  of  white
working  class  or  middle  class  Americans.

"But  the  other  thing  that's  important  a-
bout  the  place  that  I  come  from  is  just  the
geograprng.   The  mountains  there  are  very steep,
very  closed-in,  and  when  you  go  into  Whites-
burg,  you  feel  as  if  gou're  entering  a  place
that's  totally  enclosed  bg  the  mountains  a-
round  you.  There  are  no  flat  places--this
causes  housing  shortages.  If  there's  a  lit-
tie  flat  space,  there` s  a  bunch  of  houses
there.  And  gou`re  just  strung  out  into  all
the  hollers--anyplace  there' s  a  flat  place
or  water  is  where  people  will  be  living.So
it  gives  rise  to  the  bac:k-holler  comlunnities
that  are  maybe  15,   20  people--then  you  have
a  big  citg  like  Whitesburg  at  1200,  county
seat  of  a  county  of  47,000."

Unemployment--a  common  denominator of the
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whole  central  Appalachian  region--hovers  a-
round   259=o.   "That  makes  what  we're  doing  a
whole  different  ballgame,"  Katharine  said,
"In  that  kind  of  rural  America,   it  means jobs. .
It  means  that  your  cultural  work  in  essence
is  putting  $1  million  into  our  local  economy
that  is  not  related  to  the  mining  of  coal.We
see  that  as  one  of  the  major  contributions
we  can  make  to  the  communitgs   we  employ  al-
most  30  people  on  a  full-time  basis  and  work
with  another  20-25  people  on  a  part-time  or
contractual  basis."

"I  think  that's  why  I  have  a    kind  of
hard  time  with  the  concept  of   'artist.'You
should  consider  your  role  as  an  economic
factor;   you  have  a  chance  to  make  a  bigger
impact  as  a  workers,  as  opposed  to  being
just  an  'artist.I   What  we're  really  doing
here  is  a  specif ic  kind  of  work  that happens
to  be  the  making  of  f ilms  and  theater  and
records  and  video  and  these  things."

Appalshop  began  in  1969  as  apart  of  the
"War  on  Poverty,"  with  funding  from  the  old
of f ice  of  Economic  Opportunity  to  train
"minority  young  people"   (then  a  term  which
included  white  Appalachians)   in  broadcast
media  production.   ''There  was  no  dooming  in-
dustrg  in  television  and  film  in  Whitesburg;'
Katharine  related.  'That  meant  they  would
have  to  leave  the  region  and  go  off  to  Chi-
cago  or  New  york  or  someplace  to  get  these
jobs.  So  they  said  'That  doesn't  soundright,
so  why  don't  we  stag  here?`

"For  a  long  ti.me,  there  was  resistance
within  the  colrmunitg  to  the  concept  of  what
these  people  were  doing.  Nobody  understood
it,.  nobody  knew  exactly  what  it  was  to  take
control  of  images--they  didn`t  make  things,
express  things,  like  tj]at."  Besides,  people
a€  the  `Shop  were  "young,  hippie-like  chil-
dren  of  tjie  post-'60s,''  in  Katharine's  words.

"In  September of this  gear,  Appalshop  dedi-
cated  a  new  facility.  We  had  been  scattered
out  in  several  dif ferent  locations  through
the  last  decade,  and  then  in  1978  the  augur-
ies  pointed  to  a  propitious  time  to  move  in-
to  a  facility--one  being  the  availability  of
certain  money  to  do  it.  So  we  purchased  a  50-
gear-old  warehouse  and  renovated  and  restor-
ed  it.

"At  the  dedication,  Herb  E.   Smith  spoke
for  ADDalshop  --he's  a  filrrmaker  who  has
there  since  1969,   and  grew  up  in  Whitesburg.
He  got  up  and  basically  said  that  what  we
believe  in,  and  what  we  dedicate  this  build-
ing  to,  is  the  old-timers--the  old-timers
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that  at  a  time  when  we  were  struggling  to
figure  out  what  this  area  was  about,  took
us  into  their  homes  and  showed  us  how  to
make  a  chair,  showed  us  what    their  basket~
rg  was  like,  and  how  they  made  their fiddles,
and  talked  to  us  about  the  history  of  the
region.

"And  the  dedication  ceremony  featured,
for  the  first  time  on  Appalshop's  stage--
or  anywhere  else--a  representative  f ron  the
Whitesburg  City  Council,  Joanne  Collins,and
she  got  up  and  said  three  sentences:'I  was
wrong.   I  did  everything  I  could  to  try  to
stop  Appalshop  from  being  what  it  is  today,
and  I  just  wanted  to  tell  you  I  was  wrong.
And  I`m  here  to  sag  that  1'11  do  everything
I  can  now  to  help  it  remain  a  part  of  the
colrmunitg.'   I'm  telling  you  about  the  dedi-
cation  because  I  think  it's  illustrative  of
a  kind  of  coming  of  age  in  this  particular
Jnovemen I . "

To  close  her  remarks,   Katharine  pointed
out  the  special  importance  of  continuing  to
make  a  case  for  public  cultural  money:"WitJ}-
out  public  money,  a  lot  of  these  programs  in
rural  areas  could  never  have  gotten  started
or  could  not  continue  to  exist.  And  that  is
o±}±± money.   The  people  who  live  in  rural  are-
ITdeserve  as  uncir a  part  of  it  as  the  large
areas.  Whatever  successes  we  mag  have  had
are  still  tenuous  in  these  hard  economic
times.   In  spite  of  what  programs  we  canget
going  and  that  seem  to  be  working,  that  mon-
ey  is  frighteningly  hard  to  find."

Everyone  talked  about  how  dif ferent  were
the  alliances  that  could  be  made  by  people
doing    community  cultural  work  in  rural  are-
as.   Owing  to  Appalshop's  status  as  a  major
figure  in  Whitesburg's  economic  life,Katha-
rine  explains,   ''We  j]ave  forrr]ed  alliances
with  people  like  our  bank--theg're  one  of
our  prime  lenders  and  we`re  one  of  their
prime  clients."

Ken  Larsen  said,   "I  j]ope  we  can  talk  a-
bout  groups  within  rural  communities  and
their  differening  involvement  in  cultural
democracy,  their  differing  commitments  and
differing  cultural  needs  and  situations.
One  of  our  allies  in  the  struggle,  or  move-
ment,  or  whatever,  really  is  the  tradition-
al  right.  I  would  certainly  hate  to  see  the
movement  for  cultural  democracy  become  sole-
ly  identified  with what  it's  easy  to  label
as  'progressive`   or  'left'   politics.  I  think
there's  a  k:ind  of  oopulist  sensibility  that
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can  be  real  helpful  to  this  movement."
Katharine  agreed  that  there  were  alliances

"that  are  really  made  in  rural  corinmunities
that  seem  not  to  be  made  in  urban  comuni:ties.
In  our  own  location,  I  would  describe  themas
people  of  older  traditions  and  older  values.
I  think  that  part  of  what`s  happening  in
ruralAmerica   is  that  younger  people  aredis-
covering  some  of  the  values  of  their  grand~
parents  and  parents,  and  we're  finding  new
wags  to  make  these  alliances  in  our  col[mu-
nities . "

Someone  asked  for  advice  for  artists tour-
ing  or  working  on  a  short-term  basis  in  ru-
ral  settings.  Bill  Pratt  pointed  out  that
even  "conversation  is  about  different  things.
An  urban  person  will  get  right  to  the  heart
of  the  matter:   `What  do  you  want  to  do  about
that?'   A  rural  person  might  find  out  how
things  are,  how  this  is  happening,  and  what!s
going  on  over  here  --and   'Bg  the  wag,   how
did  that  work  out?'   Katharine  agreed:"As
gou're  leaving,   'Oh,  bg  the  wag..."

"Without  public  money,   a  lot  of
these  programs  in  rural  areas
could  never  have  gotten  started
or  could  not  continue  to  exist."

In  his  own  work  as  advisor  to  rural  peoFe
doing  cultural  work,  Bill  says,   "you  try
things  out  tentatively.  I've  gotten  into  the
habit  of  not  making  hard-and-fast  statements.
You  throw  things  out,   and  sometimes  people
will  respond  right  then,  and  sometimes  they
won't  --maybe  theg'11  respond  a  gear  later.
It's  a  long  haul,  and  I  don't  think  you  can
just  go  in  for  a  day  or  a  week  or  a  month."

For  touring  artists,  whose  stays  in  rural
communities  are  always  this  short,   a  variety
of  advice  was  offered:   Katharine  suggested
going  to  the  ''natural  gatj]erlng  places"  in  a
small  community  rather  than  trying  to ''impose
a  gathering  place  and  trying  to  get  people
to  something.   In  a  small  town,   that's  going
to  be  in  charches  and  in  grocery  or  general
stores . "

NAPNac  Co-director  Don  Adams  recalled  his
early  cultural  work  in  Vermillion,   South
Dakota,   a  community  of  5,000  where  touring
artists  were  taken  to  the  National  Farmers'
Organization  meetings: ''That  taught  us  that
you  just  can't  bring  angbodg  into  an  NFO
meeting  and  expect  it  to  go  okay.  Some  art-
ists  aren't  interested  in  that  kind  of  work,.
they  don't  respect  the  people  theg'll  meet



there,  and  their  work  doesn't  respect  where  they
came  from."

Artists  wanting  to  tour  to  rural  communi-
ties  must  take  special  measures  to  be  success-
ful.  Katharine  stated  that  "it's  especially
important  in  small  colimunities  that  the spon-
sor  development--helping  them  develop  the
event  and  then  following  up  on  all  that--is
just  as  much  a  part  of  the  act  as  the  show
itself . „

Ken  suggested  studying  back  issues  of  the
local  paper  to  get  a  better  f eel  for  commu-
nity  life  and  seeking  out  "natural  allies"
like  schoolteachers  who  can  provide  entree
to  the  community.

Don  recounted  talking  last  spring  with
rural  groups  in  South  Dakota  preparing  for
residencies  with  the  Dakota  Theatre  Caravan.
Some  of  them  were  concerned  that  previous
visits  from  Minneapolis'   Guthrie  Theater had
killed  interest  in  theater  because  "it:  had
nothing  to  do  with  people' s  lives.  We  see so
much  about  how  people  live  in  dif ferent
places,  and  so  little  about  how  we  live
where  we  are."

Ken  pointed  out  a  problem  f aced  by  people
wanting  to  develop  a  more  indigenous  kind  of
cultural  activity  in  rural  communities:   "The
people  who  support  theater,  at  least  in  our
region,  tend  to  be  the  kind  of  business  and
professional  people  who  think  of  themselves
as  being  'enlightened.'   Theg`re  in  the  the-
ater  in  large  part  to  consume  'culture,'with
the  stamp  of  external  reality,"  tLe  explained.

His:region  has  no  theaters  developing  local
work  in  the  manner  of  the  Dakota  Theatre
Caravan  or  Appalshop' s  Roadside  Theatre.

David  Olson  of  Cherry  Creek  theater  in
St.   Peter,   MN   (pop.   9,000),   brought  upafi-
nat  9o±nt..   "It`s  important  to  find  wags  to
make       long~term  commitments  to  working  with-
in  these  areas  as  well.  In  our  9-county  area,
there  are  about  250,000  people  living  within
50  miles  of  us,  and  so  far  we're  the  only  i-
dentifiable  arts  producing  organization that!s
not  associated  with a  college.  A  lot  of  our
work  is  ground-breaking--developing  a  con-
text  there."  David  and  others  are  working
to  provide  a  context  not  only  for  Cherry
Creek's  work,  but  also  to  support  outside
artists  who  come  to  the  area.

Ken  seconded  this  feeling:   "That  sense  of
long-term  commitment  really  has  to  be  there.
There's  a  point  where  you  can  be  an  institu-
tion--where  people  do  sag,   'There's  our  Ap-
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palshop,'   or  'This  is  our  arts  center,'   and
'This  is  ours,  we  own  it,  and  we've  got  to
keep  it  alive.'   Maybe  someday  gou'll  be  on
the  same  level  as  the  Masons  and  thechurches
and  the  Grange  in  really  being  a  colrmunitg
f ixture . "

Newwine,
NewBottles:
Questions Of Fch

The   usual   questions   about   .'form   and  style
in   community   arts  work''--the   title  of  one
conference   session--are  put   rather   simply:
What   place  does   formal   experimentation   have
in   community   arts  work?   Can   you   "go   too   far"
for   your   audience?   Is   it   always   necessary
to  draw  on   traditional   form  and   motif?

Some  outsiders   dismss   the  movement   as
pretty   nostalgic,   but   the  practitionerswho
participated   in   this   discussion   counseled
something   quite   different.   Martha   Boesing,
artistic  director  of  At  The  Foot  of  The
Mountain   women.s   theater   in   Minneapolis,
cautioned   against   putting   new  wine   in   old
bottles:   'tTlt's  fun,   it's  wonderful.   You
hand  someone  a  pill,  but  with  sugar  coating.
The  danger  is,   as  was  said  of  George  Ber-
nard  Shaw,   `he  coated  his  pills  with  sugar
and  the  audience  was  smart  enough  to  lick
off  the  sugar  and  throw  the  pill  away. '

"We  did  a  play  called  "Clue  in  the  Old
Birdbath,"  which  was  a  musical  comedy  about
Nancy  Drew. . .we  made  her  and  her  two  friends
all  lesbians. . .the  cohtent  was  very  radical
.... Her  rich  father  turned  out  to  be  the
person  who  was  stealing  money  from  the  poor,"
Martha  said,   It  was  such  froth  in  this  old,
traditional  American  musical  form,   even  the
critics  liked  it .... You  can't  put  the  new
content  into  the  old  forln;   it  does  become
too  palatable.  That  was  our  experience  with
Nancy  Drew."

Martha  moved   on   to  mention   "some   ideas
about  what  a  new  form  might  be  for  women ....
One  thing  is  that  we  fool  around  with  the
idea  of  ritual  a  lot,  trying  to  draw  onwhat
we  see  as  possibly  ancient  healing  rituals
from  the  witches,  and  also  the  matriarchal
religions  way  back--what  we  know  about  or
can  glean  about  any  of  that,  which  isn't
much .... Within  the  theater,   that  then  be-
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comes  our  major,   radical,   form-breaking tech-
nique:   We  do  almost  always  find  some  point
in  the  play  where  we  break  it  open  and  de-
mand  that  the  audience  take  part  in  the  e-
vent  in  some  way.

"One  of  the  most  exciting  examples  of
this  kind  of  form-breaking  is  we  took  aplay
by  Bertolt  Brecht,   called  "The  Exception  and
the  Rule"--a  one-act  play--and  inserted  in
it  passages  frcm Susan  Brownmiller ' s  Against
Our  Will,   other  books  on  rape,   our  own  per-
sonal  testimonies  about  rape.   So  that  the
economic  of  the   .coolie'   and  his  master  be-
came  a  metaphor  for  the  power  struggle  in
the  rape  situation  of  women  in  our  society.
We  invited  the  audience  to  at  any  time  stand
up  and  say   'Stop! '   Everything  froze  and  they
would  testify  to  a  rape  of  their  own.  This
became  electrifying ,... to  have  this  experi-
ence,   this  breaking  of  the  formal  structure
of  the  play--like  the  rules  were  broken,and
you  have  to  come  to  grips  with  it  yourself ....

"I  do  think  you  can  experiment  to  the
point  of  getting  very  precious  about  it.   I
was  a  member  of  the  Firehouse  Theater  in the
'60s,   a  very  experimental  theater;   and  we
thought  if  the  audience  didn't  like  it,   it
was   just   'cause  they  were  dumb.   And  sure  e-
nough,   most  people  who  came  to  the  theater
felt  that.  They  felt  stupid  and  didn't  want
to  admit  that,   so  they  said  how  wonderfulwe
were.   If  they  really  felt  stupid,  we  were
even  more  wonderful ....

"I  think  the  secret  is  you  can  go  as  far
as  you  want  to,   as  long  as  what  remains  ac-
cessible  to  the  heart  is  that  you're  telling
the  truth  about  yourself,   and  you  don't  ever
ask  anybody  to  go  any  further  than  you're
willing  to  go .... We're  not  used  to  seeing
non-linear  plays,   and  that's  hard,   asking
people  to  come  to  a  new  idea,   a  new  form.
But  if  you  keep  connecting  from  your  heart
all  the  way  through  and  really  try  to  make
accessible  emotional  contact  in  some  way,
then  I  think  it's  safe  to  go  as  far  as  you
want . "

Liz   Lerman   of   the   Dance   Exchange   in   Wash-
ington,   DC,   spoke   next:   "I'm  a  dancerandl'd
like  to  very,  very  briefly  do  a  little  dance
history.   I  believe  dance  historically  was  an
incredibly  major  part  of  people's  lives.You
danced  and  it  would  rain,  you danced  and  your
kids  got  better. . .that  was  how  you  dealtwith
things.   Take  a  look  at  what's  happened  to
dance  in  most  western  countries:   what  you
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f ind  is  a  mirror  of  fragmentation.  You  have
dancercize,   ethnic  dance,   dance  anthropol-
ogy,  dance  therapists,   'art'  dance,   aerobic
dancing,   jazz  dancing,   at  least  3  varieties
of  modern,   contemporary  dance,   at  least  2
forms  of  ballet  dancing,   and  I  can  go  on.

"They  felt  stupid  and  didn't
want  to  admit  that,   so  they
said  how  wonderful  we  were. "

"What's  unfortunate  about  that,  partic-
ularly  if  you  just  extract  the  art  dance,
is  that  you've  robbed  it  of  its  therapeu-
tic  qualities,   its  communal,   social  quali-
ties,  all  the  things  that  dance  is supposed
to  be  doing  for  people.   You've  said, 'We're
only  gonna  talk  about  Art. '   And  that's  why
form  gets  to  be  such  an  issue,   cause  that's
all  we've  got  left  is  form.

"Even  though  maybe  you're  not  dance  fol-
lowers,   we  could  come  up  with  what  the  aes-
thetics  are  about  that  form.  Weld  probably
say  skinny,  white  predominantly,   and  very,
very  technically  capable--which  is  an  im-
portant  part  of  western  civilization  right
now,   so  of  course  we  need  our  dancers to be
very  technically  capable.   Imagine  a  reper-
tory  company  the  way  you  think  about  dance
people.   You  would  be  bored  our  of  yourmind:
everybody  in  the  company  is  25,white,skin-
ny,   and  female.

"I   think  my  own  need  to  experiment  came
because  that  was  an  impossible  plateau  to
stay  on.   It  wasn't  so  much  experimenting
'cause  I  wanted  to  experiment,   it  was  be-
cause  this  was  a  dead  end. . .I  was  brought
up  to  be  a  dancer  and  I  did  all  the  things
you  were  supposed  to  do,   and  it  was  very
painful  to  give  up  each  step  of  the  way.

"To  begin  with,   I  got  incredibly  bored
with  dance,   going  to  see  dance.  Part  of
what  I  thought  was  missing  was  the  kindsof
things  that  made  me  want  to  dance  when  I
was  little.  My  solution  was  to  start  work-
ing  with  people  who  are  not  trained  dancers.
That  unleashing  of  their  own  creativity--
it  was  so  powerful  and  so  beautiful   that it
would  infuse  any  stage.   And  my  job  was  to
help  them  f ind  and  learn  how  to  keep  that
moment....

"The  group  that  I've  done  the  most  work
with  has  been  older  people,   in  their    70s
and    80s,   and  they  are  really  a  good  meta-
phor.   When  you  see  them  dance  you  cannot
expect  them  to  get  their  legs  in  the  air,
and  cannot  expect  triple-turns.  You  can't



expect  them  to  be  thin.  You  forget  every-
thing  you  ever  thought  about  that  form  and
you  take  a  look  at  what  dancing  is  really
about....

"The  need  to  communicate  is  getting strong-
er  and  stronger  and  the   joy of  abstraction
is  becoming  less  and  less.   That  has  led  me
to  words.  Again,   it's  a  break  in  the  form
and  it  horrif led  a  lot  of  people  at  one
point.   But  it  wasn't  a  conscious, 'Gee,   I'd
better  go  experiment. '   It  was  a  logical  de-
velopment  out  of  the  need  to  f ind  a  way  to
make  what  I  need  to  say  come  through ....

"Another  way,   for  me,   has  been  a  direct
assault  on  the  form--using  beautiful  dancers
who  aren't  skinny.   This  may  come  as  a  shock
to  you,   but  I  get  reviewed  on  my  weight.   If
the  critic  likes  my  current  piece,  he  thinks
I'm  thin.   It  doesn't  matter  if  I've  gained
weight  or  lost  weight.   If  he  likes  it,   I'm
thin.   If  he  doesn't  like  it,   I  got  heavy  a-
gain."   Weight   isn't   the  only   factor.   "We  had
a  perforinance  at  the  Kennedy  Center. . .and
this  man  I  met  later  in  one  of  my  classes
said  to  me,   'Y'know,   I  heard  about  the  old
people  and  I  was  ready  to  expect  old  people
on  the  stage,   but  I  didn't  know  I  was  going
to  see  somebody  wearing  glasses. '   So  there
are  little  ways  to  "noodge"   the  system."

Liz   described   one   f inal   encouraging   devel-
opment.   T'There's  a  group  of  dancers  who  are
now  getting  to  be  35,   40,   45,   who  are  inter-
ested  in  continuing  to  dance  and  are  f inding
that  they've  sustained  too  many  injuries.
They  are  beginning  to  take  a  look  at  how
dancers  train,  how  crazy  it  is  that  our  .high-
est'   art  form  is  demeaning  to  bodies,  par-
ticularly  to  women's  bodies. . .I  quit  ballet
because  I  couldn't  take  the  blood  on  mytoes
.... My  dancer  friends  tell  me  their  choreog-
raphers  tell  them  they'd  better  flatten
their  breasts--this  is  still  going  on."

Mike   Mosher,   a   mura]ist   from   San   Francis-
co,   opened   his   remarks  with   an   art   school
reminiscence.   "I  had  been  bringing  in  works
that were  not  traditionally  realistic,  but
were  dealing  with various  social  and  politi-
cal  content.  And  this  professor  said  to  me
'Now,   you  can  make  up  your  mind:   Are  you  go-
ing  to  be  working  and  playing  with  form  like
this,  or  are  you  going  to  be  a  social  real-
ist? I . . .Those  are  the  choices  that  are  hand-
ed  to  us.   It  seems  like  our  dilemma  is  to
be  the  best  we  can  be  and  the  most  advanced
in  both  cases.

"I've  always  liked  the  quote  of  John  Ber-
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ger,   the  English  critic,  who  said  that  he
evaluates  work  in  terms  of   .Will  this  work
in  any  way  help  people  gain  their  social
rights?' ,   though  I  think  we  as  artists  may
be,   in  paying  attention  to  our  content,  a
little  too  conservative,  underestimating the
sophistication  of  so-called  average  people."

Mike's   central   question   was   this:    "Have
all  those  things  we've  learned  about  art-
ists  like  Picasso  or  deKooning  or  playwights
like  Artaud--do  we  have  to  throw  all  that
out?  Do  we  have  to  throw  all  the  babies  out
with  the  bath  water  and  start  from  scratch?
.... I  wonder  if  there  aren't  realms  of what's
considered  high  culture,   that  we  shouldn't
examine  and  f igure  out  what  can  be  taken,
adapted  and  animated ,... usedin new  ways .... "

Mike   described   a   group   whose  work   held
recently   seen   at   the   Galeria   de   la   Raza   in
San   Francisco:   "They're  out  of  L.A.,   a  bunch
of  painters  also  doing  performance  and  have
a  rock-and-roll  band. . .They  were  doing  work
with  a  mural,  a  very  untraditional  mural,but
were  also  showing  work--doctored  photographsi
performance  pieces--which  seemed  in  one  way
or  another  to  be  talking  about  Latino  con-
cerns  and  culture,  using  what  they  may  have
known  from  art  school. . .They  also  presented
an  Eastern  European  play  about  repression
which  in  that  context  was  talking  about  po-
lice  repression  in  the  barrio."  Mike  admired
"that  kind  of  attention  to  art  forms  going
on  outside  the  traditional  concerns  of  com-
munity  artists .... Formal  research  shouldn`t
be  denied  its  validity."

Bob   Feldman   from   the   United   Mime   Workers
in   Champaign,    IL,    rose   to   speak,   offering
"A  few  ways  we  could  all  think  about  working
with  new  forms .... I  think  bringing  back  the
idea  of  montage  is  really  important. . .Mon-
tage,  in  its  strength,  is  taking  two  dispar-
ate  elements  --two  things,  activities,  e-
vents,  visual  images,   phrases,  whatever-a^7o
things  that  aren't  normally  associated  with
each  other,   and  finding  a  way  to  juxtapose
them  so  a  new  concept  comes  f ron  the  putting
together . "

"The  need  to  communicate  is  getting
stronger  and  stronger  and  the  joy
of  abstraction  is  becoming  less
and  less."

Lucy   Lippard   from   Political   Art   Documenta-
tion   and   Distribution    (PADD)     in   New   York   City
had   opened   this   session   with   an   extensive
slideshow  of   visual   arts  work   that   illustrated
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aspects   of   the   theme.   Now   she   interposed,
"I always  say  the  collage  is  the  perfectboth
feminist  and  progressive  artist's  medium. . .
the  surrealists  used  it  as  the  juxtaposition
of  two  opposing  realities  to  make  a  new  re-
ality,   and  what  could  be  a  more  perfect  meter
phor  for  being  a  feminist  in  a  capitalist
patriarchy?  We're  always  up  against  the  op-
posite . "

Bob   resumed:   "What   the  Mime  Workers  would
like  to  do  is  show  them  the  ground  we  are
standing  on  is  moving,   that  what  we  take for
granted  is  often  what  we  know  the  least  a-
bout. . .We  try  to  discover  what  we  take  for
granted  and  find  ways  to  flip  it  around,or
just  to  show  that  maybe  it's  a  lot  more  com-
plicated  than  we  think .... And  to  present
something  unfamiliar  to  people,  we  try  to
keep  things  that  are  recognizable  or  famil-
iar,   so  that  there's  some  grasp,  but  to  pre-
sent  it  in  an  unfamiliar  way.  The  unfamiliar
is  often  a  threat,  and  this  is  where  the  dan-
ger  comes ....

"Last  night  at  dinner  we  had  a  discussion
about  how  people  know  something' s  wrong,but
they  hold  onto  the  old  ideas  that  it  can  go
back  to  the  way  it  used  to  be.  They  still
hold  onto  certain  notions  about  capitalist
society  or  about  democracy  that  just  don't
hold  anymore.   If  there's  a  way  we  could find
to  show  that  way  of  thinking  doesn't  hold
anymore,   we  might  move  toward  a  vision  of
some  kind  of  change."

"Now ,... are  you  going  to  be  work-
ing  and  playing  with  form  like
this,   or  are  you  going  to  be  a
social  realist?"

Lucy   spoke  up   to  characterize   the  differ-
ent   situation    in   which   PADD's   New   York-based
artists   f ind   themselves.   "We  have   no   chance
of  forgetting  what  modernism  is  doing   (as
Mike  had  suggested  earlier) .  We  live  in  the
heart  of  the  New  York  artworld. . .Total  re-
jection  of  it  is  stupid  because  on  one  lev-
el  it's  ridiculous  to  give  up  the  distribu-
tion  system  that  does  exist  just  because
our  politics  are  different  from  theirs. . .
But  at  what  point  can  you  infiltrate  and
not  be  totally  coopted?  There  are  all  dif-
ferent  cooptations:   one  is  when  your  work
and  you  are  used  differently  than  you  had
expected,   so  that  they've  managed  to  rein-
terpret  you  for  the  audience...But  there's
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also  the  cooptation  of  letting  us  know  that
we  shouldn't  be  in  the  dominant  culture  at
all--that  we  are  an  oppositional  culture
and  that's  it ....

"A  lot  of  us  in  PADD  have  gone  througha
little  dance  about  how  much  we  can  partici-
pate  in  cormercial  galleries,  museums--any
part  of  the  artworld. . .We're  now  to  the
point  where  we  think  the  worst  kind  of  co-
optation  of  all  may  be  that  business  of
throwing  the  baby  out  with  the  bath  water--
by  being  oppositional  we  have  been  forcedby
the  opposition  into  the  place  where  they
want  us,   which  is  outside  of  everybody."

For   Lucy,   the   question   of   audience  is  key.
•'1  said  for  years  that  the  worst  audience
for  a  work  of  art  is  the  middle-class  or
upper-class  educated  person,   because  they
ccme  into  it  with  all  these  bizarre  notions,
for  instance,  that  artists  are  superior.
What  you   (Martha)   said  about  the  audience
feeling  dumb  --that's  just  perfect. . .Be-
cause  they've  been  intimidated,   they're  nev-
er  looking  or  thinking  for  themselves.That's
one  reason  we're  doing  the  Printed  Matter
windows   (display  windows  in  an  artist's
bookstore  in  New  York) ,   and  a  lot  of  proj-
ects  that  kind  of  ease  artists  out  into  a
situation  where  they  are  going  to  have  to
think  for  a  change  about  a  dif ferent  audi-
ence. . .We've  found  that  everytime  somebody
has  been  eased  into  that  chance,   their  work
really  does  change  on  one  level  or  another.
Some  people  are  scared  shitless  and  race
back  into  the  artworld;   some  work  in  commu-
nities  for  a  while  and  then  bring  it  back  to
the  artworld,  but  that's  still  something."

Phyll  is   Jane   Rose,   managing   director   of
At   The   Foot   of   The   Mountain,   spoke   up   for
content's   prime   importance:   "Part  of  our
work  as  progressive  artists  must  always  in-
volve  analysis. . .As  Berger  and  Brecht  said
we   must       show  our  audiences  that  the  world
does  not  have  to  be  the  way  it  is. . .In  away,
we  tend  to  sidetrack  ourselves  talking  about
form.  Of  course  it's  okay  to  use  classics--
anything  is  okay,   everything  is  okay,   as
long  as  there's  an  organic  conception.  I think
David  Olson  or  someone  at  The  Gathering  last
summer  said  one  way  to  critique  a  work  of
art  is  to  ask,   'Was  it  thoroughlyconceived?.'

Cricket   Parmalee     of   the   Provisional   The-
ater   in   Los   Angeles   pointed   out   that   each
work   has   its   own   balance   of   considerations.
"We've  written  most  of  our  pieces  and  some-
how  a  different  style  has  evolved  for  each



one,   depending  on  what  it  was .... One  thing
we  didn't  want  to  do,   in  trying  to  get  the-
ater  out  to  people  that  aren't  acquainted
with  it,   was  come  up  with  a  form  that  in-
timidated  those  people.  One  of  the  first
pieces  we  did  was  something  called  "America
Piece,"  which  was  very  abstract. . .It  kind
of  put  us  on  the  map. . .It  was  very  well
thought  of  as  a  work  of  art,  but  a  response
we  found  ourselves  getting  not  infrequently
was   '1  really  liked  that,  but  I  wasn't  sure
what  it  was  about. '   And  you  would  say   'Well,
what  did  you  think  it  was  about?'   and  they'd
go,   '1  thought  it  was  sort  of  like  this,'
and  we  found  ourselves  saying   'Yes,   that's
what  we  meant. I   But  sitting  there  watching
they  felt  they  were  not  understanding. . .
they  felt  themselves  to  be  unsophisticated
. . .so  the  piece  had  the  effect  of  putting
them  down,   making  them  feel  put  down  to
themselves.   That  was  something  we  felt
pretty  clear  we  wanted  not  to  have  happen.

"We  have  been  forced  by  the  op-
position  into  the  place  where
they  want  us,  which  is  outside
of  everybody."
"So  the  one  monitoring  thing  that  we've

used  in  terms  of  form  is  this  sense  of  does
it  make  people  feel   'Of  course  I  wouldn't
get  it,?"

Cricket   also   emphasized   the  diversity
of  work  within   the  movement.   "One  of   the
things  that  was  so  pleasant  about  being  at
The  Gathering  was  seeing  how  much  good  the
ater  work  was  being  done  in  all  sorts  of
ways. . .It  takes  developmental  groups  maybe
a  year  to  come  out  with  a  new  piece. . .Youlre
not  producing  a  whole  lot  and  you  don't  get
to  see,   often,   a  whole  lot...So  it's  almost
as  if  in  every  play  you  want  everything  to
be  there,  you  want  it  to  solve  all  of  the
problems,   to  encompass  everything,  which
of  course  it  can't  do.

"At  The  Gathering  you  could  see  that  in
fact  it's  not  just  like  there's  a  right  or
a  wrong  way,   there's  this  huge  rangeof i^nys
. . .There  were  plays  that  I  saw  there  that
I  liked  a  lot,  but  if  I  had  seen  them  in
isolation,  given  my  opinions,   I  probably
wouldn't  have  liked  them  so  much   'cause
they  didn't  answer  everything.   But  seeirig
them  there  in  the  midst  ol  all  those  other
things,  you  could  see  that  it  was  alright,
they  were  handling  their  corner."

Slisan   Mrcarn   of   Cultural    Corresponcl ence

in   New  York   pointed   out   the   fluidity  of   con-
siderations  of  form:   "Thinking  about  using
old  forms. . .there's  no  such  thing  as  a  form
that's  always  been  old.  Every  time  a  new form
has  come  into  being,   it's  come  in  as  a  radi-
cal  choice,  a  radical  challenge  against  the
status-quo  form...The  two  questions  that  al-
ways   seem  necessary  to  me  are,    'What  made
this  a  radical  choice  when  it  was  created?'
and   'What  made  it  an  ultimately  cooptable
form?'   When  you  look  at  something  in  that
way  you  can  learn  what  you  can  glean  from
what  are  traditional  forms .... "

Doug   Kahn   from   Xchange   in   Seattle   empha-
sized   inter-relatedness.   "The  problem  with
a  lot  of  discussion  about  forln  and  content
is  it's  contained  within  the  art  formitself.
I  think  it  should  be  extended  to  things  a-
bout  distribution  and  reception  and  like
that.   In  fact,   just  some  considerations  a-
bout  distribution  can  change  the  entire  forln
and  content  of  what  you're  doing.   It  should
be  seen  not  as  isolated  artistic  products
but  as  a  total  artistic  practice  within  a
social  context ....

"In  my  mind,   there  aren't  any  basically
new  forms  marching  around  now.   The  ground-
work  was  laid  at  the  early  part  of  the  cen-
tury,  and  it's  either  recapitulation  or  re-
finement  or  reintegration  now.  Those  forms
first  came  out  on  a  level  of  principle.   I
don't  think  they  should  exist  on  a  level  of
principle  anymore.   It's  a  real  mistake  when

"The  one  monitoring  thing  that
we've  used  in  terms  of  form  is
this  sense  of  does  it  make  people
feel   'Of  course  I  wouldn`tget it'?"

somebody  tries  to  take  a  formal  principle  and
run  it  through  their  :ntire  artwork  at  this
point.  We  have  a  much  larger  repertoire  of
formal  principles  to  orchestrate  into  the
artwork...."

Mike   Mosher.s    last   remark   summed   up   the
session,   we   think,    in   a  way   that   community
artists   of   a   decade   ago  might   have   found
surprising:   "Let's  not  hesitate  to  really
test  out  anything  we've  got  to  put  into
service . "



RECL^iMlac OuR sroRiEs
The  neighborhood  arts  movement  has  seen

a  resurgence  of  interest  in  people's  histo-
ry--in  the  stories,   images  and  ideas  that
don't  appear  in  the  "official"  version.

In  omaha,   some  time  was  spent  talking  a-
bout  this  work.   Leading  the  discussion  were
a  variety  of  artists  whose  works speaks for
the  range  of  the  movement  itself :   Aleane
Carter,   an  actress  whose  one-woman  show  on
Rosa  Parks  was  presented  at  the  conference;
Doug  Paterson,   a  founder  of  the  Dakota  The-
atre  Caravan,  which  works  in  rural  South
Dakota;   Fred  Whitehead  of  Kansas  City,   who
showed  parts  of  his  slide-tape  program  on
"Labor  in  Kansas  History";   and  John  Pitman
Weber  of   the  Chicago  Mural  Group, who show-
ed  slides  of  visual  art  from  all  over  the
world.

John  characterized  the  diverse  work  he
showed  as  being  produced  by  artists  ''work-
ing   with  a   whole   series   of   groups   that   have
been   denied   the  word,   denied   the   right   to
name   their  world    in  our  society,    and  who   can-
not   relate   to   the  mainstream   structure   in
any  way  other   than   silence,   or   destruction,
or   aggression  against   it.''  He  contrasted  the
way  this  has  happened since the mid-'60s  with
similar  work  in  the   1930's:   "Who   is   tell ing
the   story   has   changed   a   lot.   For   instance,
the   black   liberation   struggle   stands   at   the
beginning   of   our   movement,   and   then   all  kinds
of   other  groups   began   moving   for   their   demo-
cratic   rights,   a   recoveryof   their   identity
and   a   validation  of   their   history."

John  also  described  how  his  own  mural
work  proceeds:    ''1  'm   usually   working   with   a
team  of   local   people--often   young   people.
We  do  a   lot  of   research  and   analysis  of   the
neighborhood.   We   talk  with   people  who  aren.t
on   the   team.   We   say   'Tell   us   about   yourself
and   your   community.   What   do   you   know  about
the   history?   What's   going   on   here?   What   do
you   see  as   the   future  of   it?  What   do  you
see   as   the   big,   main   problem?   What   divisions
do   you   see   within   the   community?   What   poten-
tial    things   can   bring   the   communitytogether?

''We've   found   one  of   the   problems  of   re-

claiming   the   story   is   that   you   have   to  ex-
cavate;    it'salmost   an   archaeological   task.
We   don't   ask   community   people   for   images--
we   specifically   turn   them   down--because
you've   got   to   rip  off   layers  of   commercial
imagery   that   people   have  absorbed   out   of

magazines,   TV,   movies   and   so   forth.   Our
I.ob--not   j.ust   the   professional   artists,
but   this  mixed   team  of   local,   non-profes-
sional   people--is   to  put   together   the
imagery   and   bring   it   back   to  you.   Then   you
can   tell   us   whether  we're  on   target  ornot."

Fred  shared  this  view  and  his  sense  of
alarm  at  the  rapid  loss  of  recent  history:
"Going   through   the   Kansas   Historical    Soci-

ety's   populist   archives,   you'd   open   a   book
of   pamphlets   and   the   pages   would   all   come
out--the   librarian   would   explain,'Well,   we
don't   have   the  money.I    I   was   researching
something   that   happened   98   years   ago,but    I
felt   like   I   was   doing   research  on   King   Tut,
5,000   years   ago.    In   that   short   space  of
time,    it   had   passed   from   memory.    All     I    did
was  give   shape   to   that,   to  what   had   actual-
ly   happened   to   people  who   1 ived   and  breath-
ed   and   fought   and   were   confused   andwhatnot'..

Aleane  talked  about  the  various  cultur-
al  programs  she  tours  through  schools  in
the  states  surrounding  Omaha:"My  work   is
really   telling   a   story  of   the   black  exper-
ience.    I   take   this   story  out   to   the  many
small,   all-white   towns   and   also   right   here
in   Omaha,   which   has   a   lot   of   black   students.
They  are   still   very   unaware  of   the   black
experience   from  a   historical   perspective,
so   it.s   very   important   to   share   this   story
with   everyone--not   only   the  white,   but   al-
so   the   black."

Aleane  told  about  how  her  work  spans  a
variety  of  disciplines.   Her  "Soul  Food  Cui-
sine"  program  explains  the  roots  of  soul
food  in  slavery  times:   ''Vegetables  were  not
given   to   the   slaves   in   their   weekly   rations.

"Who  is  telling  the  story  has
changed  a  lot.   For  instance,
the  black  liberation  struggle
stands  at  the  beginning  of  our
movement . "

They   had   to  go  out   and   pick   the  weeds   that
grew  wild,   and   had   knowledge   about   theedi-
ble   greens.   We   love   them   because   this   is
something    indigenous   to   our   culture..'Sim-
ilarly,   she  explained  the  origins  of rhythm
and  dancing  traditions  and  the  creation  of
games  like  "hambone"   in  the  conditions that
were  forced  upon  slaves.   She  said  her  audi-
ences   "are  amazed   that   there   is  a   reason
why   these   things   developed.    It's   not   I.ust
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something   that  was   for   amusement,   but   it   has
a   very  deep   meaning.    It   gives   people   an   un-
derstanding   and   an   insight    into  why   black
people   do  many   things--it's   especially   help-
ful   for   teachers   or   counselors  who  workwith
young   folks;   and   it   creates   pride   in   black
students   themselves.    It's  my  way   of   telling
a   story   that's   been   untold   for  a   long   time."

Martha  Boesing  of  Minneapolis'   women's
theater  At  The  Foot  of  The  Mountain  said,
''As   we   reclaim  our   stories,   we'11    need   to

create  our   heroes   and   heroines  and   f ind  the
people  who  we  can   say   'Oh,   they  were  wonder-
ful.I    But   we.ve   got   to   be   responsible   to     I
critique  those   stories   from   the  point  of
view  of   other  oppressions   too.   An   example
in   this   country   is   the   suffragists,   who
were   largely  white;    it's   I.ust   recentlythat
black  women   have   begun   to   point   out   the  ex-
treme   racism  of   such   people   as   Susan   8.   An-
thony.       If  we're  going   to  write   plays   about
them,   we.ve  got   to  expose  what   happened   to
them  when   they  were  pressed   on   the   issue  of
the   black   vote.    Similarly,I    think  we'vegot
to  confront   the   sexism  of   plays   about   oppres-
sion  among   the   races.    It's   really   frighten-
ing,   because  we  want   to   support   each  other
in  our   struggles,   but   I    think  we've   got   to
begin   to  do   that."

John  Weber  echoed  this  sentiment  in  say-
.'There  are  contradictions   there.    If   you

t   talk   to  somebody,   they're  going   to  come
statements   that  are  very  progres-

e  and   full   of   insight   at   one  moment--and
n   they'11    come   up   with   some   crashingpiece
reactionary  cliche   that   they   picked   up

someplace,   that   represents   some  effort   to
deal   with   frustration   that's   also   really
part  of   their   consciousness.   So  our   task   is
to  gather   up  all   these   sparks   and   pieces   and
turn   that   into   imagery   that   people  will   re-
cognize   as   their  own   but   that   is   the   teBm's
--the   team  of   artists  working  with   local

people   hoping   to   shape   their   sense  of  mean-
ing.   We   have   played   a   role   in   giving   that
a   certain   form.''

John  showed  slides  from  a  variety  of
projects  done  in  other  countries  by  various
minority  groups  within  the  corrmunity--chil-
dren,   ex-offenders,   the  mentally  ill,women
--whereas   in  Chicago,   "They  want   something
that   speaks   for   the  whole  neighborhood,that
can   be   a   sort   of   consensus.   Unimaginable
that   a   neighborhood    in   Chicago  would   allow
residents  with  a   history  of  mental    illness
to   have   public  walls   to   tell   their   story.
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We  do   those   kinds   of  murals   indoors,   where
that   subgroup   sort  of  controls   the  space.
But   we  can't   get   an  outdoor,   public   forum
for   a   subgroup   that's   really   kept   in   §1ence,
marginated,   to   step   forward   and   say   'This
is  our   story--listen   to  us.I"

Doug  Paterson  picked  up  on  this  theme  in
saying,   .'ln   the   people's   cultural   movement
there   is   continually   that   sense  of   units.
There.s   the   black   community,   women's   commu-
nity,   gay   community,   the  working   class   com-
munity,    in   my   case   the   rural   community--
clef initely   clear   audiences.   But   the   coming
together  of   those  groups   in   the  United  States

"I  was  researching  something  that
happened  98  years  ago,   but  I  felt
like  I  was  doing  research  on
King  Tut   5,000   years   ago."

\has   been,    is   now  and   will    continue   to   be   a

very  cliff icult   process   because   it   involves
a  great  deal   of   interpersonal   emotionality
and   feelings   and   those   are   hard   things   to
deal   with--very  explosive,   very   personal.
How  do   you   begin   to   have   genuine,   human   di-
alogue--a  meeting   together  of   the   black  com-
munity,   the  women's   comunity,   the   rural
community--all   working   together?   Politica)ly
we  haven't   been  able   to  do  that.   Maybethatt
one  of   the   reasons   that  we're  going   to   have
to   take  on   that   responsibility   in   the   cul-
tural    community."

NAPNOC  Co-director  Don  Adams   shared  a
critique  from  Radical  History  Review  which
claimed  that much  oral  history-based  thea-
ter  takes  on  the  theme  of  "I  survived,"re-
ducing  everying  to  personal  terms  instead
of  dealing  with  broader  social  movements
and  presenting  a  more. critical  view.of  his-
tory.  Doug  Paterson  talked  about  sharing
critical  views  of  colnmunity  life:   ''Once they
sense  you're  on   their   side,   you   can   raise
some   prickly   issues  with   people,   as   long   as
they   believe   that   you   are   being   honestly
supportive.    If  you   treat   the  story  with   re-
spect,   and    if   you   legitimately   have   found
the   story,   people  have  a  way  of   hearing  thatJ'

Doug  talked  about  the  creation  of  the
Caravan' s  Welcome  Home,  which  presented  gos-
sip  as  a  theme  in  its  depiction  of  contem-
porary  small  town  life  in  South  Dakotr..''ln
a   small   town   everybody   talks   about   gossitj,
and   they're  very   ambivalent   about   it.   Every-
body   takes   part   in   it,   but   everybody   knows
it's   very  destructive.    If  you   reveal   that,



RECLAIMING    OuR    STORIES,    cont'd

and   give  a   point  of   view  on   it,   people   are
more   willing   to   say,    'Ouch!   That's   fun!'
We're   not   going   to   go   into   a   small    townand
cure   that   problem,   but    I    t.hink   that   that   or
other   stories   reveal   some  of   the   town'sdy-
namics,    so   it's   not   mystified,    hidden   or
not   talked   about.   Maybe   something   will  come
to  the  surface  even   though   it   is  a   thorny
quest i on. "

Just  as  whose  story  is  being  told  pro-
foundly  shapes  the  cre.ation  of  a  work,wlbs
in  the  audience  profoundly  af fects  its  re-
ception.   Fred  Whitehead,   speaking  of  "Labor
in  Kansas  History,"   s;aid:   "When   I   showed   it
to   the   Kansas   State   I--ederation   of   Labor   con-
vention  a   year   ago,   300   delegates   gave  me   2
standing   ovations;   t.hose   were   the   people   I
wanted   to   reach.   Wht3n   you   reach   them,like
Doug   and   Aleane  were   saying   about   reveal  ing
why   things   work   this   way,    it's    like   the
scales   are   faHing   off   everyone's   eyes.It's
enormously   exciting   and   gratifying.''  The
Kansas  Committee  f or  the  Humanities  had  a
very  different  response:   ''lt   blew  their
minds.    They   didn't   know  about   this.   They
didn't   want   to   kn(iw   about    it.''

"We  can't  get  an  outdoor,   public
forum  for  a  subgroup  that's  re-
ally  been  kept  in  silence...to
step  forward  and  say   'This  is
our  story--listen  to  us. "

Don  reminded  people  that  "these  programs
are  oftentimes   attacked   because   'they   lack
quality,I   when    in   fact,   when   you   see  who's
delivering   the   critique,    it's   plainly   not
about  aesthetics,   but   about   the  content  of
the   work.'I

With  time  running  out,   David  Olson  of
Cherrry  Creek  in  Saint  Peter,  MN,   pointed
out  that  in  thinking  about  how  artists  can
help  give  shape  to  people's  stories,   ''We
can   also   consider   shaping   the   story   as   its
being   lived   out    in   the   moment.    For   example,
Aleane's   comments   this   morning   have   defin-
itely   added   to  my   understanding   in   a   way
that    I    can   go  on   €md   share  what    I  've   known
and   say   something   else.    I.in   shaping   my   sto-
r i es .

Ill    think   there's   also   room   for   introduc-

ing   into   the   lives   c)f   people   stories   that
aren't   already   the,-3--not  only  what   has   hap-
pened   to  you,   but    `\so   new   stories   and   new
ways   of   telling   stHr.ies--what   other   stories
there   are   besides   ` fur  own,"
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StarsinYourEyes
At  one  point  in  our  Omaha  discussion,

John  Crawford  of  West  End  Press  in  Minnea-
polis  reminded  people  that  some  figureswho
had  become  well-know  through  the  commercial
culture  industries  --Rosalie  Sorrels,Utah
Phillips,   Tillie  Olson,  Jane  Fonda  and  Lee
Grant,   for  instance--should be  a  reassuring
presence  for  people  doing  community-based
cultural  work..   "We  lose  sight  of  this  some-
times  at  the  grassroots  level,.  we`re  not
noticing  the  rest  of  the  elephant,  butwe!re
definitely  involved  in  that  effort."

John's  remark  opened  a  discussion  of  the
resurgerf level  of  political  activity  among
people  in  the  artworld--notably,   the  reap-
pearance  in  political  work  of  a  group  of
progressive  "stars"--and  a  corresponding
shif t  in  the  fashions  of  the  artworld  to  a
point  where  political  artwork  is  a  little
more  acceptable   (see   "New  Wine,   New  Bottles'
for  more  discussion  of  this) .

For  cultural  groups  that  are  involved  in
working  with  political  issues  all  the  time,
this  development  is  greeted  with  mixed feel-
ings:   on    the  one  hand,   as  Chicago  muralist
John  Weber  said,   "One  can't  really  be  terri-
big  unhappy  that  people  are  doing  work  for
a  good  cause."  On  the  other,   as  Lucy  Lippard
of  New  York  PADD   said,   "Tj]eg  come  popping
in  to  make  a  one-time  anti-nuke  piece,  and
then  go  away.  And  the  art  is  very  superfic-
ial . "

For  many,   the  problem  of  newly-politi-
cized  "stars"  is  largely  one  of  education.
As  Lucy  also  pointed  out,   ''Zt's  bac!  when
they  speak  for  us,  for  one  thing,  because  of
the  educational  process.  They  are  likely  to
be  the  ones  that  are  asked,  if  theg're  on  a
march,  to  be  on  television  or  something,.and
they  don`t  sag  what  we're  there  for.  The  of-
ten  unintentionallg  misinterpret.  They  do
damage    on  that  level."

As  far  as   "big  names"   are  concerned,   Lucy
said,   "In  the  last  anti-war  movement,I spent
a  certain  amount  of  time  with  a  starrgng]ed
notion  of  organizing  with  artists  who  were
better-known.  They  don't  like  to  come  to
meetings,  basically.  Theg're  busy.  Their life
is  something  else  than  what  we're  doing  with
ours,  and  so  it's  a  lot  of  crossed  signals.

"I  could  call  on  them  and  ask  them  to  give
things  to  benefits  and  so  forth.  They  did,
and  that  was  ilrmenselg  helpful.  Mg  favorite



wag,   I'm  afraid,  of  using  stars  in  the  vis-
ual  arts  world  is  to  ask  them  for  money  or
work  that  can  be  sold  for  money.   But  Ihave
become  very  wary  of  their  hanging  in  there."

John  Weber  pointed  out  that  the  "gues-    I
tion  of  the  lines  toward  which we`re  work-
ing,  and  what  a  star-studded  group  mag  be
doing,  we  want  to  be  clear  about  ourselves.
And  also  win  over  some  of  the  people  who
are  newly-involved  so  that  they  will  stag
with  it--so  it  won't  be  just  the  temporary
thing,  the  gear  or  two  when  it's  'alright'
and  fashionable--so  they  will  stag  with  it.
The  only  was  we  can  get  some  of  these  peo-
ple  who  are  just  getting  their  feet  wet  in
what  they  think  is  political  art--and  mag
be--to  be  with  us  five  gears  from  now,  is
to  get  theln  irIVolved  with  our  audience.
That's  the  only  wag  that  we're  going  to  get
them  hooked.  We  saw  that  happen  this  summer
when,  for  the  first  time  in  a  few  gears,
we  got  a  couple  of  new  artists  hooked."

Doug  Kahn  of  Seattle  Xchange,   a  politi-
cal  arts  group,  described  the  development
of  the  Seattle  chapter  of  PAND--Performing
Artists  for  Nuclear  Disarmament,   "There's
an  educational  cormittee  within  PAND,and
that  seems  like  a  very  good  place  to  raise
the  issues.  Most  of  the  people  within  that
group  are  very  eager  to  get  educated--not
only  on  the  facts  about  nuclear  war,  but
also  about  the  history  of  politicized  cul-
ture . "

"My  favorite  way. . .of  using  stars
in  the  visual  arts  world  is  to
ask  them  for  money  or  work  that
can  be  sold  for  money."

But  Doug  also  pointed  up  the  problemwith
most  of  the  newcomers  among  the  350  people
who  showed  up  far  Seattle  PAND's  organiza-
tional  meetLng=   ''The  overwhelming  majority
of  them  had  no  activist  or  any  type  of  po-
litical  experience  whatsoever,  and  have  a
very  loose  political  cognizance--not  even
on  the  factual  level,  the  issues  that
theg're  dealing  with.  They  came  in  and
said,   `Well,  let's  invent  the  wheel,'and
sgstematicallg  ignored  at  least  4  theater
groups  that  had  been  going  for  gears,that
had  been  dealing  specif icallg  with  anti-
nuclear  issues,  both  power  and  armaments."

Susan  Mccarn  of  Cultural  Correspondence
±n  "ev  York  said,   ''New  York  PAND  is  really
an  interesting  phenomenon  for  a  variety  of
reasons.  One  is  that  it  too  functions  to
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obliterate  the  history  of  any  other  kind  of
progressive  culture,  because  it's  built  on
the  same  kind  of  star  system  that  Hollywood
is  built  on  and  that`s  what  gives  it  its  a-
bility  to  amass  power--and .also  its  ability
to  erase  gears  of  work  and  to  not  follow
through  on  other  people`s  impulse,  not  using
others'   organizing  abilities,  education,and
things  like  that."

The  "star"  appeal  of  these  new  artists`
political  organizations  also  serves  as  a
magnet  for  funds  that  longer-lived  political
arts  groups  have  found  it  hard  to  attract.
Doug  Kahn  said,   "Xchange  in  Seattle  was look-
ing  f everishlg  for  some  type  of %-tir[Ie  staff
support,  and  we  went  to  A  Territorial Re -
source,  one  of  those  trust  fund  babies,like
Hagmarket  and  Vanguard.  On  very  little  re-
sources,  we  have  a  pretty  respectable  track
record  and  a  lot  of  it  verges  over  into  ac-
tivisin--I  mean,  one  of  the  things  those funds
have  a  sort  of  stigma  against  is  funding  cul-
ture,.  they  usually  just  fund  straight  activ-
ist  types  of  activities.

"Well,  we  approached  ATR  and  they  said
`Forget  it.'   They  were  actually  quite  rude
about  it.  But  at  the  second  meeting  of  PAND,
one  of  the  announcements  that  was  made  was
that  ATR  had  read  about  PAND  in  the  newspa-
per  and  had  offered  their  money."

Despite  this  experience,   Doug  said,
"There's  a  possibility,  as  far  as  funding is
concerned,  to  make  some  demands  on  these
groups--sort  of  on  the  level  of  a  relation-
ship  between  ' professional`   and  more  colrm:u-
nity-based  theater  or  other  activities.In
the  '30s,  there  was  that  kind  of  relation-
ship  between  people--cultural  workers  in  a
` professional'   capacity  lending  their  skins
and  resources  to  things  that  were  happening
on  a  more  activist,  grassroots  level.There s
a  possibility  of  that."

In  another  discussion,   Katharine  Pearson
of  Appalshop  commented  that  "A  lot  of  peoEe`
that  have  become  more  famous  in  country  mu-
sic,  Nashville  variety,  come  from  where  we
come  from.  A  lot  of  musicians  that  are  on
the  June  Appal  label   (produced  bg  Appalshop)
have  played  with  a  lot  of  these  people.  On
occasion,    we`ve  used  people  like  that  to
do  concerts,.  but  it  comes  from  a  feelingthat
they  feel  a  connection  to  the  in:usic,  with
the  work,  as  opposed  to  their  being  stars
or  anything."

Brian  Branagan  of  Seattle  thought  one
way  to  avoid  being  "obliterated"  by  these



STARS   IN   YOUR   EYES,cont'd

star-oriented  organizations  was  to  show
"our  own  heroes .... It  gives  me  a  sense  of
root  and  time,  and  a  present  context."

But  Susan  Mccarn  disagreed:   ''Zn  a  way,
isn't  the  idea  of  producing  our  own  heroes
contrary  to  the  kind  of  work  that  we  want
to  do?  I  mean,  our  'heroes'   are  dedication
to  diversity,  heterogeneity,  and  ideas  and
colimitment.  A  continuing  comitment  to  that
is  something  totally  dif f erent  from what
a  group  like  PAND  is  part  of .   It  gives  us
a  different  kind  of  strength."

WORKING   CLASS   CUI,TURE

(continued  from  page  12---)
and  work.  An  example  of  that  is  the  Pullman
Project   (a  series  of  chalk  murals  with  text,
sited  and  timed  to  coirmemorate  keg  events
in  the  great  Pullman  strike  of  1896) .   It
would  have  been  good  if  those  folks  hadmade
contact  with  the  Illinois  Labor  History
Society,  but  they  didn't  even  make  contact
there-~there  weren't  any  unions  irIVolved
in  that  whatsoever.  They  were  working  with
a  quite  conservative  community  organization
that  had  rather  mixed  feelings  about  what
they  were  doing  but  allowed  them  to  do  it
and  supported  them.  They  took  the  initia-
tive....

"I  also  want  to  sag  that  I  think  the
great  theoretical  and  practical  resources
that  I  and  a  good  many  other  lrraralists  look
toward  is  the  experience  of  people  in  adult
education,  in  particular  the  whole  Paulo
Freire  kind  of  politicized  adult  education,
but  also  the  network  of  working  class  writ-
ing  that  goes  on  in  Britain .... That'swhere
a  mass  of  theoretical  considerations  are
discussed...."

Once  again  a  discussion  came  to  a  close
on  a  note  of  expansion:   Expand  our  defini-
tions.   Expand  our  idea  of  who  to  work  with.
Expand  the  resources  that  guide  us.  And,   it
is  hoped,   expand  the  movement  as  well.

Aotingup
Heres i es is   ''a   feminist   publication   on

art   and   politics"  with   a   rather   unique   and
apparently   successful   method   of   organizing
it}.-,   work.    Here's   the   description   from   a

prt.`motional    flyer:   "Each   issue,    focused 26

on   a   different   theme   and   edited   by   a   differ-
ent   coHective,   benef its   from  women  with
expertise   and   commitment   to   that   subj.ect
matter.   These   feminist    'think   tanks'    have
aHowed   Heresies   to  do j.ustice,   for   example,
to   both   the   critical    topic   of   Women   and   Vi-
olence   and   the   cultural    topic   of   Women   and
Arch i tectu re . ' '

Heresies   #18,    to   be   published    in   thesum-
mer   -of    1-983,    is   entitled   ''Acting   Up!''   and
deals   with   women    in   theater.   We   I.ust   re-
ceived   a   press   release  asking   for   contribu-
tions.   The   deadline    is   February   1.   Manu-
scripts   should   be   double-spaced   and   submit-
ted   dupl  icate,   with   a   2,000   word   maximum,
and   accompanied   by   a   stamped,   self-addressed
envelope.   Visual   material   may   be   submitted
in   the   form  of  a   sl ide,   photocopy,   or   photo-
graph,   but   they   cannot   be   responsible   for
original    art.

Some  `of   the   questions   posed   to   contribu-
tors   to   Heresies   #18   are:    ''What    is    it    like
to  act   as   a  woman?   ls   there  an  offstage?...
What    is   your   work   process?...Are   personal
images   pol  itical?. . .  Is   your   work   cross-cul-
tural?...What   are   the   strategies   that  wo-
men   have  evolved   to   resolve   the  issue  of
hierarchy   in   the   theater?...How  do  you   get
your   money?"   They  welcome.articles,   essays,
interviews,   I.ournal   entries,   original  scn.pts,
documentation   of   performances,   photographs,
set   designs,   musical   scores,   costume  de-
signs,   poetry,   f iction,   artwork  and   so  on."

Issue   #19   is   to   be   entitled   "Mothers,'
Mags,    and   Movie   Stars:    Feminism   and   Class.''
Heresies   wants   "cultural/social/economic
analyses   of   the   institutions   that   shape   the
mother-daughter   relationship.   The   deadl  ine
is   April     1,1983.

Heresies    is   a    NAPNOC   member and our  bcerd
member   Lucy   Lippard    is   also   a   Heresies   col-
]ective   member,   so make   a   New  Year's   resolu-
tion   to   write  more,   especiaHy   for   movement
publ  i cat ions .

Write   to   Heresies   at   P.0.
Street   Station

Box   766,    Canal
New   York,    NY    10013,    or   call

212/431-9060   for   more   information

HAPPY   NEW   YEAR   TO   CULTURAL
DEMOCRACY   READERS!    May   we
all  find  strength,   imagina-
tion,   and  peace   in  1983.
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John  Pitman  Weber,
Chicago  Mural  Group

Fred  Whitehead ,
Midwest  Distributors

Dear   Friends,

Those   of   us   who   attended   the   October    '82   NAPNOC   Con-
ference   in   Omaha   laughed   a   lot,    learned   a   lot,   and   left
empowered   by   knowing   there   are   so  many  of   us  working   for
cultural   democracy   throughout   the  United   States   -and
around   the  world.

We   also   left   with   an   acute   awareness   of  our   reliance
on   NAPNOC   to   keep   us   all    in   touch   with   each   other   and   to
stretch   us   with   radical   analysis   of   the   current   economic
and   political    state  of   the   arts.      In   the   past,   Arlene's
and   Don's   salaries   have   been   funded   by   earned   income   sup-
plemented   by   grants;   today,   the   grants   are   becoming   even
harder   for   NAPNOC   to   get   than   for   community   arts   organiza-
t i ons .

Because   NAPNOC's   fulltime   work    is   an   asset   to   all    of
us,   many   of   us   at   the   Conference   decided   it   was   to  our
advantage   to   participate   in   the   responsibility  of   raising
fulltime   salaries.      At   the   members'   meeting,   therefore,
23   organizations   and   individuals   -listed   to   the   left   -
pledged      to   raise   S]25   each   (through   subscriptions   to
Cultural    Democracy,   memberships    in   NAPNOC,   or   hard   cash)
by   September,    19
better!

3   -thoughof  course,   the  sooner   the

We   encourage   you   to  make   a   pledge     of .your  own   -
you   can   use   the   foFffiTbelow,   or   simply   send   a   note   to
NAPNOC's   office.      We   hope   to   raise   most   monies   through
subscriptions   and   memberships   -because   the  more  members
we   have   the   stronger  we   are;   and   the  more   subscriptions  we
have,   the   faster   new   ideas   and   passions   for   cultural
democracy   will    spread.      The   task   of   soliciting   members
and   subscribers   will    also   motivate   each  of   us   to   talk
out    loud   about   cultural    democracy   in   our   own   communities
and   thus   make  our  work  and   our   networks   more   and   more
visible.

in   struggle,

%l::Spr::::r::::'c::mT::e:°°t°ftheMounta|n

I    PLEDGE   to   raise   at    least   $125,   or   an   equivalent   amount in   new  memerbships   or   subscriptions,
for   NAPNOC   between   November      1,1982,    and   September   30,1983.

Please  send  me              copies  of  the  NEW  melrtoer  brochure. Your  signature
/   /    I   want   to   j.oin   NAPNOC   myself,    a  get   a   free   year's   subscription   to   Cultural Democracy

I  am  enclosing  a  check  or  money  order  for  $25  ±o  "NAPNOC"   for  a  gear's  individual  dues
/   /    I   am  enclosing   a   check   for   one   year's   Cultural    Democracy subscription,    in   the  amount   of

(check  one) :              S15,   Individual $25 ,  Organizational

name organ].zat:lop  name,   1

mcE.iling  address city,  state,  zip

Detach   and   mail    to    :       NAPNOC.    P0   Box    11440.    Baltimore,    MD   21239,    USA...Phone   301/323-5006

NAPNOC   IS  A  TAX-EXEMPT  ORGANIZATION  -  All   contributions   are  tax-deductible
27



WELCOME   A    BOABD!
NAPNOC's  members   elected   six   new  members

to  NAPNOC's  Board  of  Directors   at  the  6th
Annual  Members'   Meeting   in  Cinaha  on  October
17.     The  Board  now  comprises  the  following
members:

David   Olson,    St.    Peter,   MN   -President
Katharine   Pearson,   Whitesburg,  KY   -Vice

President
Lina   Newhouser,   New  York,   NY   -   Secretary
Bill    Pratt,   Missoula,   MT   -Treasurer

Judy   Baca,   Venice,   CA
Dudley   Cocke,   Whitesburg,    KY
Doug    Kahn,    Seattle,   WA
Ken    Larsen,    Mendocino,    CA
Liz    Lerman,    Washington,    DC
Ruby   Lerner,   At]anta,   GA
Lucy   Lippard,    New   York,    NY
David    B.H.    Martin,    Barnstable,    MA
Daniel    Nachtiga],    Washingotn,    DC
John   O'Neal,    New   Orleans,    LA
Cricket   Parmalee,    Los   Angeles,    CA
Doug   Paterson,    Omaha,    NE
John   Pitman   Weber,    Chicago,    lL'

i-`    1<    i-`    i-\    t<    *`    .I.`

NAPNOC's  members  have  also  adopted  a  new
schedule  of  organizational  membership  dues:

Ind ividua i s :
Organizations

MEMBER   DUES

$25/gear   (includes  CD  sub`n.)

With  annual  budget  under   $50,000:     $30/gear
"           "                "                "         S|00'000=      $45/gear
"           "                "                "         $200,000:      $60/gear
"           "                "             over   $200,000s      $75/gear

N^PNOC
neighborhood   arts   programs

national   organizing   committee

P.0.    Box    11440,    Baltimore,    MD   21239

INSIDE:
2-Organizing   in   the   '80s
4-Language:   Does    'Cu]tural    Democracy'  Fit?
5-Distribution:      Do   lt   Yourself
8-Public   Funding:      Determined   Realism
9-Working   People's   Culture
13-Rural    America:      A   Sense   of   Place
17-New  Wine,    New   Bottles:      Questionsof  Form
22-Reclaiming   Our   Stories
24-Stars   in   Your   Eyes
26-Acting   Up

Cultural Democracy is  published  by  the
Neighborhood  Arts  Programs  National  Organiz-
ing  Committee   (NAPNOC).     Copyrighted  arti-
cles  may  not  be  reprinted  without  permission
of  the  autho.r(s) ;   other  material  may  be  re-
printed,   so  long  as  creditis  given  to  the
author(s)   and  to  Cultural  Democracy Signed
articles  represent  the  views  of  their  au-
thors,   and  not  neccessarily  those  of  NAPNOC.

NAPNOC  welcomes  letters,   comments,   sugges-
tions  and  articles.     Please  make  sure  that
NAPNOC  is  on  your  organization's  mailing
list.
Cultural Democracy  is  distributed  to  all
NAPNOC  members.     Subscriptions  are  available
to  other  individuals  at  S15/year   (6  issues) ;
and  to  other  organizations  and  institutions
at  $25/year.    For  further  information, please
write   to  NAPNOC,   PO  Box  11440,   Baltimore,
MD   21239;   or   call   301/323-5006.

Cultural is   edited  by  Don  Adams
and  Arlene  Goldbard. ISSN   0730-9503


